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SUMMARY
A dual-path wide-power-range rectifier for RF energy harvesting is presented in
this thesis. The proposed idea focuses on maximizing efficiency in harvesting
energy from the surrounding environment and designated energy source to
support wide variety of applications in low power devices’ wireless charging. The
harvester consists of a low-power rectifier, a high-power rectifier and a voltageaware block. In the low-power rectifier, novel DC-boosted gate bias technique is
proposed to enhance power conversion efficiency (PCE) by improving forward
peak current, reducing diode forward voltage drop and suppressing reverse
leakage current. A novel internal body-biasing technique is proposed in the highpower rectifier to regulate the transistors’ threshold voltage (Vth) for optimal
efficiency. A voltage-aware block, which consists of a voltage detector, a switch
and an adjustable-offset comparator, has been incorporated into the high-power
rectification path to minimize overall power consumption.

The proposed circuit is fabricated in 65 nm 6M/1P standard CMOS technology.
Peak PCE of 70.4% is measured on the low-power rectifier with -5.5 dBm input
power at 2.45 GHz when driving a 15 kΩ load. For high-power rectifier, peak
PCE of 56.6% is measured with 1.3 dBm input power at 2.45 GHz when driving a
15 kΩ load. The chip has PCE higher than 20% over a 19.8 dB of extended input
power range from -13.5 dBm to 6.3 dBm.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, industry-leading manufacturers, researchers, network providers,
service providers and consumers have shown great interests on Internet of Things
(IoT) [1]. IoT is the network of physical objects with embedded technologies and
network connectivity that enable these objects to collect information, transmit
data and receive data. Areas of application for IoT encompass home automation,
smart cities, automotive, healthcare, wearable, agriculture, and smart grid.

100
90

Rate of adoption (%)

80
70
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50
40
30
20
10
0
Year

Fig. 1.1.

Key emerging technologies’ adoption rate in the coming decade
[2].

The advances in hardware (transistor reduction), processing power of graphics
processing unit (GPU), proliferation of data with increased use of IoT, and
requirement for speed and secure peer-to-peer transaction will drive the advances
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and adoption of blockchain, artificial intelligence (AI) and augmented reality
(AR). It is predicted that around 125 billion devices will be connected to internet
by year 2030 from 11 billion in year 2018 [2]. According to [3], the global IoT
market is predicted to grow till US$ 457 billion by year 2020. The global IoT
market will be dominated by smart cities (26%), industrial IoT (24%) and

500
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Growth rate (%)

Market size (in billions US $)

connected health (20%).

300
200
100
0
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Year

Fig. 1.2.

Forecast of IoT market growth by year 2020, and market share
according to sub-sector with smart cities, industrial IoT and
connected health dominating the global IoT market [3].
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1.1

Ambient Sources Energy Harvesting

One of the vital elements in IoT is the wireless sensor network (WSN), which is
formed by network of sensor nodes connected wirelessly to monitor and record
physical, environment, chemical or biometric conditions [4], [5]. Fig. 1.3
illustrates typical structure of a WSN. Sensor node is estimated to consume
around 10 µW to 100 µW of average power, depending on the sensor type and
application [6]-[8].

End-users

Motion sensor

Computer
services

WSN

Smart gas
meter [9]

Internet

Gateway

Smart electricity
meter [10]

Fig. 1.3.

Sink node
Temperature
sensor [11]

Sensor

Structural view of typical wireless sensor network.

Despite extensive research on minimizing power consumption of WSN and sensor
nodes, one major constraint on sensor network is the longevity of sensor node
[12]. Sensor nodes are usually powered by batteries and deployed in large
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volume. Sensor node applications are restricted due to cost and feasibility
considerations because of the fixed stored energy and the constant need for
recharging or replacement of battery [13], [14]. Energy harvesting is able to
overcome battery limitations and to support emergence of IoT [13], [15], [16].

Energy
source

Energy
harvesting
management
circuit

Temporary
energy
storage

Switch

Sensor
system

Power
management
control unit

Main power
supply

Fig. 1.4.

Architecture of wireless sensor platform with energy harvesting
system [25].

Energy harvesting is the process of capturing readily available ambient energy
and converting it into usable electrical energy. Advantages of energy harvesting
include self-sustainability, environmental friendliness, portability, cost saving,
safety, and inaccessible and remote sites deployment [17]. Fig. 1.4 shows an
energy harvesting system within wireless sensor platform, which consists of
ambient energy source, energy harvesting management unit to convert the
ambient energy to electrical energy, and energy storage to store converted energy
and supply power to load. Energy sources include solar [18]-[20], vibration [21],
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thermal [22], wind, hydro, radio frequency (RF) [23] and kinetic energy [24].
Table 1.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of various ambient
energy sources for harvesters.

Table 1.1.

Summary of comparisons between various energy sources.

Energy Source
Solar

Pros and Cons
•

Solar energy has high power density:

[18]-[20],

o 100 mW/cm2 (outdoor); 100 µW/cm2

[25], [94]-

(indoor)
•

References

[98]

Solar panel has low efficiency which
resulted in large panel size required to
collect substantial amount of solar energy
o Amorphous type panel (42 x 45 mm2):
maximum efficiency 4.57 % under
1000 Wm-2 solar intensity
o Polycrystalline type panel (45 x 76
mm2): maximum efficiency 11.84 %
under 1000 Wm-2 solar intensity

Thermal

• Thermoelectric generator (TEG) produces
power density:
o

20-60 µW/cm2 (from human body); 1-

[22], [25],
[27], [99][100]

10 mW/cm2 (industrial)
• TEG are lightweight and can conform to
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human body and clothing
• Requires large amount of TEG to generate
substantial amount of power. Example of
commercial TEGs:
o Micropelt TPG751 (15 x 10 x 9.3
mm3): 110 mV/K
o Eureca TEG1-40 (40 x 40 x 3.6
mm3): 82 mV/K
o Eureca TEC2L-15 (15 x 15 x 4.4
mm3): 12.5 mV/K
• Continuous temperature difference is
required for continuous energy generation
Vibration/
motion

• Vibrational micro-generator power
density:

[21], [24],
[26], [101]

o 4 µW/cm3 (from human motion); 800
µW/cm3 (from machine vibration)
• Easy application
• Continuous vibration/motion is needed for
continuous energy generation
RF

• RF energy has low power density:
o 0.1 µW/cm2 (GSM 900 MHz); 0.001

[23], [25],
[77]

µW/cm2 (Wi-Fi)
• Easily available due to increasing amount
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of radio transmitters
• Application in healthcare and biomedical
electronics system
• Provide option of targeted RF signal for
powering remote applications

Solar power is the use of photovoltaic cell to convert light energy to electrical
power. It is commonly deployed due to its high power density. Besides light
intensity, the amount of power extracted relies on the size, material and
orientation of solar panel which results in large panel size required for collection
of substantial amount of solar energy due to its low efficiency of 10-40% [25],
[94]-[98]. A single stage DC/DC converter performing as maximum power point
tracker and output voltage regulator has been proposed in [18]. Under same solar
intensity of 1000 Wm-2, amorphous type solar panel of size (42 x 45) mm2 has
maximum efficiency of 4.57 % while polycrystalline type solar panel of size (45 x
76) mm2 has maximum efficiency of 11.84%. Discrete analog integrated circuit
components are used to materialize an ultra-low-power maximum power point
tracking circuitry. The solar energy harvester is reported to have an efficiency of
87 % to 93 %. The work in [20] proposes storing charges to supercapacitors
through feed-forward, phase frequency modulated converter. The solar voltage
optimal power point is tracked through open-circuit voltage method for its
simplicity at the expense of accuracy, and the harvester is reported to achieve
efficiency of more than 89 %. In [97], a buck-boost converter controlled by fuzzy
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logic system which generates variable duty cycle according to solar panel voltage
is proposed.

Piezoelectric energy is generated through materials response to mechanical stress.
The power density of piezoelectric varies according to the intensity of motion.
This approach has low conversion efficiency because it is able to generate large
output voltage but extremely small current [26]. In [21], automobiles vibration
energy harvesting is proposed. The prototype creates a piezoelectric transducer
formed by piezoelectric element QP21B with sizing (41.4 x 17 x 0.76) mm3 on
cantilever beam of sizing (300 x 25 x 2) mm3. Depending on road conditions,
average energy of 13.3 µW can be harvested over a 10 km distance.

Thermal energy harvesting involves conversion of temperature change to power
through thermoelectric device. Energy is generated as long as temperature
gradient is maintained. TEG has the benefit of able to work in harsh environment,
no noise and no vibration. However, it usually requires larger volume to generate
substantial amount of power and the cost of thermoelectric element is much more
than batteries [25], [27]. In wearable electronic applications, TEGs have limited
output voltage of 50 mV due to 1 – 2 K difference between ambience and body
temperature [22].

According to [27], the thermoelectric energy harvesters

(TEHs), regardless of size and shape, generate power in the range of 200 µW/cm3
to 10 µW/cm3 over ambient temperature range of -5 0C to 25 0C when worn on
different body parts. A battery-less TEH which can operate from 35 mV is
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proposed in [22]. A temporary storage block is used to store excess energy
harvested and acts as buffer for interface circuit. The work is reported to have
efficiency of 58% with 1.8 V regulated output. A TEH using micropelt TGP-751
for aircraft low-power sensors is proposed in [100]. The TEG-pad used has size of
2.4 – 2.9 mm. The TEH is reported to achieve maximum efficiency of 92 % with
maximum 5.5 mW power stored in supercapacitor.

1.2

Wireless Power Transfer

In the 19th century, Heinrich Hertz and Nikola Tesla first came up with the
concept of propagating electromagnetic wave in free space and detecting it at
some distant away [28]. The idea was put on halt due to non-existence of device
which could provide the required energy at very short wavelengths.

Wireless power transfer (WPT) can be attained through three technologies, as
shown in Fig. 1.5, which can be classified into two methods [29]:
i. Near-field technique
a. Inductive coupling
b. Resonant inductive coupling
c. Resonant capacitive coupling
ii. Far-field technique
a. Microwave/ radio wave power transmission
b. Laser
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Wireless
power
transfer

Inductive
power
transfer

Electromagnetic
induction

Radiated
power
transfer

Resonance
power
transfer

Radio wave

Electromagnetic
resonance

Electrodynamic
induction

Microwave

Electro-static
induction

Laser

Fig. 1.5.

Evanescent
wave
coupling
Capacitive
resonance
coupling

Wireless power transfer technologies and techniques [29].

Inductive coupling occurs when change in magnetic field of primary conductor
induces voltage on the secondary conductor [31]. The main disadvantage of this
technique is the short operation range. Capacitive coupling is the transfer of
energy between two metallic plates (forming capacitors), induced by highfrequency electric field. Efficiency of capacitive coupling is limited by the
distance between two conductive plates. For inductive coupling, the efficiency
degrades when distance between the two conductors increases. Magnetic
resonance coupling is the phenomenon when both the primary and secondary
coils resonant at same frequency, resulting in more power being transferred over
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larger distance [32]. Microwave power transmission is the transmission of power
through directional radio wave [33]. The transmission-end consists of converter to
convert energy to microwave and transmit through antenna while a rectenna is
used at the receiving-end to convert the microwave back to energy [34]. Table 1.2
summarizes the comparisons between different types of wireless power transfer
techniques.

Table 1.2.

Comparisons between different wireless power transfer
techniques, in terms of received power, operating distance,
operating frequency, convenience, efficiency and biological
impact [30].
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1.3

Project Motivation

RF energy
source
Wireless router [35]
Mobile base
station [36]

TV broadcast station [38]

Fig. 1.6.

Microwave link [37]

Mobile phone

Example of RF energy sources.

Fig. 1.6 shows the common RF energy sources, such Wi-Fi networks, mobile
networks, TV/radio broadcast stations. RF energy has the following benefits as
compared to other energy sources from environment:
i. Readily obtainable from the ample amount of radio transmitters (mobile
phone base stations, mobile handsets, wireless local area network, and
TV/radio broadcasting)
ii. Accessible wirelessly
iii. Immune to natural environment effects
iv. Mobility
v. Power is controllable
vi. Relatively low cost.
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RF energy harvesting, which is a form of far-field wireless power transfer, is the
process of capturing radiated electromagnetic wave from ambient with antenna
and converting it into usable DC voltage. Fig. 1.7 presents block diagram of an
RF energy harvester. RF signals are electromagnetic waves with frequency range
from 3 kHz to 300 GHz. 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz are the two most commonly
exploited frequency bands for RF energy harvesting [16], [39]-[43]. Its areas of
application include wireless sensor network [44], wireless body network [45], and
wireless charger network [46]. Example of feasible applications for RF energy
harvester include wireless sensor node which has an estimated power
consumption of 1 – 100 µW [102], temperature sensor which consumes 3.75 pW
– 0.15 µW [103]-[104], hearing aid which consumes 38 µW [105], and heart rate
variability detector which consumes 3 µW [106].

Fig. 1.7.

Block diagram of generic RF energy harvester, comprising
antenna, matching network, RF-DC converter with DC-DC
converter and/or energy storage unit and/or voltage regulator.
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Wireless sensor node [48]
Smart building [47]

Body sensor network [50]

Fig. 1.8.

Noise quality and air
pollutant sensor [49]

Examples of potential applications of RF energy harvester.

Despite the numerous advantages of RF energy source, RF energy harvesting
continues to be a challenge due to low power density, limited maximum transmit
power in compliance with RF communication standards and spurious emissions,
and degradation in sensitivity of energy harvester circuit at low power.

The main objective of this research is to propose an RF energy harvesting circuit
which operates over wide input power range. The targeted operating frequency for
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this energy harvester is 2.45 GHz, which is the frequency band for industrial,
scientific and medical (ISM) and IEEE 802.11/Wi-Fi. This work will focus on the
design of high efficiency RF-DC rectifier through novel circuit design and
methodology.

1.4

Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized and presented as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the various types of rectifier. It then proceeds
to discuss the design and performance of some of the state-of-the-art rectifiers.
Rectifier design optimization methodologies are discussed.

Chapter 3 elaborates the design of proposed dual-path RF energy harvester. The
circuit simulation results are presented. It then detailed the automated design
optimization methodology using deep neural network.

Chapter 4 discusses on the robustness of proposed rectifiers against variations in
process, temperature and frequency.

Chapter 5 demonstrates the fabricated chip performance under various input
power. Silicon measurement data are collected and compared to circuit simulation
results.
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Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with summary of key contribution of this research
project. Future works are proposed for system-level automated design
optimization using artificial neural network, automated rectification path selection
and chip preparation for wire-bonding or packaging.
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CHAPTER 2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Rectifier Design

Integrated rectifier in standard CMOS process has been proposed by many works,
for both near-field and far-field power transfer systems. The following popular
rectifier architectures are reviewed in this chapter:
i. Diode-type Rectifier
ii. Diode-connected MOSFET Rectifier
iii. Vth-cancellation Rectifier
iv. Self-Vth-cancellation Rectifier
v. Bootstrapped CMOS Rectifier
vi. Boosted-gate CMOS Rectifier
vii. Active Diode Rectifier
viii. Complementary Cross-coupled Rectifier.

The feasibility of these rectifiers to be employed for ultra-high frequency far-field
system will be discussed, according to their operating frequency, input power or
voltage range and maximum power conversion efficiency (PCE).

2.1.1

Diode-type Rectifier

Fig. 2.1 shows a conventional diode-type rectifier. During the negative half cycle
when Vin is negative, capacitor Cc is charged through diode D2. During the
positive half cycle when Vin is positive, Cc discharges to output capacitor (CL)
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through diode D1. Rectifier output voltage VOUT is defined as [2 x (vin,p – VD)],
where vin,p is the RF signal amplitude and VD is the diode forward voltage drop.
The forward current is large while reverse leakage current is negligible. The
rectifier is commonly used in high voltage application but the large 0.7 V to 1.0 V
forward voltage drop renders diode not suitable for low voltage system.

Cc

D1

D2

Fig. 2.1.

CL

Schematic of diode-type rectifier [51].

Schottky diode, with its fast switching speed and negligible forward voltage drop,
is an attractive alternative to enhance the rectifier efficiency [52], [53]. However,
Schottky diode is not supported in all standard CMOS process. The special
process requirement for Schottky diode will introduce higher production cost
which restricts its implementation in low-cost but highly integrated applications.
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2.1.2

Diode-Connected MOSFET Rectifier

Fig. 2.2.

Schematic of diode-connected MOSFET rectifier [54].

Fig. 2.2 shows a diode-connected MOSFET rectifier [54]. The diode-connected
MOSFET rectifier can be implemented with NMOS-only, PMOS-only or CMOS
transistors. Diode-connected MOSFET reduces the forward voltage drop with
rectifier output voltage Vout being defined as [2 x (vin,p – Vth)], where Vth is the
MOSFET threshold voltage. The forward current is usually sufficiently large such
that reverse leakage current can be ignored. However, the rectifier efficiency is
still affected by Vth drop. Zero-threshold MOSFET can eliminate threshold
voltage drop but it has large reverse leakage current, which cause severe
degradation in rectifier PCE.

2.1.3

Vth-Cancellation Rectifier

Fig. 2.3 shows a Vth-cancellation rectifier [55] where the gate of MOSFET is
biased to cancel effect of threshold voltage. The gate bias voltage can be
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generated internally or supplied externally. For PMOS, gate is biased with a
negative voltage such that it can turn on during positive cycle when vin,p is smaller
than |Vth|. For NMOS, gate is biased with a positive voltage such that it can turn
on during negative cycle when |vin,p| is smaller than Vth. Rectifier output voltage
Vout is ideally (2 x vin,p).

Fig. 2.3.

Schematic of Vth-cancellation rectifier [55].

Fig. 2.4 shows a rectifier design with internal Vth-cancellation circuit (IVC) [56].
The threshold voltage compensation voltage is generated internally using diodeconnected transistors which replicate the threshold voltage of rectification
transistor. Capacitors Cpb and Cpn are used for maintaining the gate bias voltage.
The IVC is able to track process and temperature variation through the delta
between rectification transistor and its gate bias transistor. Ferroelectric capacitor
is used as input coupling capacitor for its high permittivity characteristic, which
resulting in smaller area and input parasitic capacitor CPr.
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Ferroelectric capacitor
Cbp
Mp1

Mn1
Cbn

Fig. 2.4.

Rectifier with internal Vth-cancellation circuit [56].

However, the fixed gate-drain voltage in Vth-cancellation rectifiers will cause
transistor not able to turn off completely during reverse bias, resulting in
substantial reverse leakage current. Moreover, internal circuitry used to generate
the gate bias voltage will consume some power, resulting in slight degradation in
rectifier PCE.

2.1.4

Self-Vth-Cancellation Rectifier

Fig. 2.5 shows a self-Vth-cancellation rectifier [57]. It has similar operating
principle as the Vth-cancellation rectifier but the gate of PMOS is connected to
ground and gate of NMOS is connected to rectifier output. The threshold voltage
effect of transistor is cancelled off by amount equivalent to rectifier output
voltage, and no additional circuitry is required. The rectifier yields high PCE at
low RF input power. However, both transistors will turn on concurrently when
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rectifier output voltage is larger than |Vth| of both PMOS and NMOS, which
resulted in large leakage current.

Fig. 2.5.

2.1.5

Schematic of self-Vth-cancellation rectifier [57].

Bootstrapped CMOS Rectifier
M5
VOUT
M3
M7

M1

CL

VCB1
CB1
CB2

M2
M4

M8

M6

Fig. 2.6.

Schematic of bootstrapped CMOS rectifier [58].
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Fig. 2.6 shows a bootstrapped CMOS rectifier [58], [59]. During positive cycle,
when Vin is larger than rectifier output voltage VOUT by at least a Vth, auxiliary
diode-connected transistor M5 will turn on. M5 turns on and charges output
capacitor CL. Concurrently, bootstrap capacitor CB1 is being charged through M7
and VcB1 is |Vth| lower than VOUT. Hence, VOUT is defined as [2 x (vin,p – (|Vth,3| |Vth,7|))]. However, the rectifier requires very large CB and is slower as compared
to other topologies due to its need for frequent charging and discharging of
capacitors.

2.1.6

Boosted-gate CMOS Rectifier

Floating
rectifier

Fig. 2.7.

Schematic of boosted-gate CMOS rectifier [60].

Fig. 2.7 shows a boosted-gate CMOS rectifier [60]. It has similar operating
principle as the Vth-cancellation rectifier but the gate of transistor is driven by
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auxiliary floating rectifier. As compared to loaded rectifier, floating rectifier is
able to produce larger output voltage. This characteristic of floating rectifier is
used to supply bias voltage to the gate of transistors in main rectifier. Hence, each
main rectifier requires eight additional transistors for the bias generation circuitry.
Although the floating rectifiers consume very low power, careful design
consideration is required to prevent over-boosting the gate voltage of transistors
in main rectifier, which will cause large reverse leakage current and degradation
in rectifier PCE.

2.1.7

Active Diode Rectifier
VAC1
_

VGN1

VDD

IAC1

CL

+

Comparator

VGN2
IAC2

+
_

VAC2

Fig. 2.8.

Schematic of active diode rectifier [61].

Fig. 2.8 shows an active diode rectifier [61], [62]. Active diode is a comparatorcontrolled transistor that works almost like an ideal switch. The comparator will
sense the difference in drain-source voltage of transistor and bias the gate
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accordingly to turn on or off the transistor. This design is reported to provide
higher PCE as compared to other passive topologies. However, during the starting
point of rectification when no output voltage is available, the comparator might
not function. This limits its application to circuits with auxiliary power source or a
second parallel rectifier with lower efficiency for bootstrap. Another major
drawback of this rectifier is the inefficient power conversion at high frequency
because active circuit draws more current to drive the switch due to larger
parasitic effects at high frequency. The propagation delay of comparator and gatedrive buffer will shorten the current conduction time during turn on and delay the

Current (mA)

Gate control (V)

Voltage (V)

turn off causing reverse current to flow from rectifier output, as shown in Fig. 2.9.

Time (µs)

Fig. 2.9.

Transient simulation showing reverse current issue in active diode
MN1 and MN2 due to delay in transistor turn-off [61].
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The different types of delay compensated comparator used in active diode can be
categorized as follow:
A. Comparator with Fixed Offset
VOUT

To
NMOS
gate

A
Is2

-

+

Is1

+

CGA1

CGA2

Vin1

Vin2

Fig. 2.10.

-

Unbalanced-biased comparator [63]. VOUT is the rectifier output
voltage.

Fig. 2.10 shows an unbalanced-biased comparator for active diode rectifier [63].
The transition time for rectifier input to increase from –ΔV to 0V can be 10-20%
larger than comparator delay time to accommodate process variation to reduce
reverse leakage current. CGA1 and CGA2 form push-pull stage at nodeA. Is1 is set
larger than Is2 such that
∆

(2.1)
1
2
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For proper operation, the rectifier output needs to be larger than the comparator
minimum operating voltage requirement. The smallest input voltage amplitude
which the rectifier is able to process:
,

!

,

"#2

$ ",

#

% !

%

"&

(2.2)

where Vov is the overdrive voltage, and |Vdsp| and Vdsn are the drain-to-source
voltage of PMOS and NMOS rectification transistor, respectively.

Vin+

VOUT
To
PMOS
gate

MP2
MP1

MP3
CC1

MP5

To MP4
NMOS
gate

MP6
CC3

X
CC2
MN1

CC4
MN2

VinMain comparator

Fig. 2.11.

VOUT

Vin+

MN4

MN5

VinSpeed-up comparator

Cross-coupled latched comparator [64]. VOUT is the rectifier output
voltage.

Fig. 2.11 shows a rectifier with cross-coupled latched comparator [64]. The
comparator comprises a main comparator and a speed-up comparator. MP3 in the
main comparator creates an unbalanced sizing between MP2 branch and MP1, for a
faster pull-up response to reduce reverse conduction time. When rectifier input
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voltage is higher than output voltage, MP5 will turn on and speed-up comparator
will tie nodeX to high, resulting in a strong turn on for MN2. This will improve the
forward conduction time of rectifier. When input voltage is lower than output
voltage, MN4 will turn on and nodeX will be tied to ground. This will result in a
faster turn on for MP2 and reduce the reverse conduction time of rectifier.

For comparators with fixed offset, the switch transistors are turned off earlier to
minimize reverse leakage current. They usually have slower response in turning
on the switch during forward conduction period.

B. Comparator with dynamic offset for reverse conduction
Comparator with reverse current control (RCC) for active rectifier is shown in
Fig. 2.12 [65]. M4 needs to be supplied by Vin+ instead of VOUT because:
i. The rectifier will not be able to startup if M4 is connected to VOUT because
VOUT = 0 V when idle
ii. Comparator will start to operate when Vin+ > |Vthp| + Vthn. It does not
consume current when Vin+ ≤ |Vthp| + Vthn or 2|Vthp|. Comparator operates on
dynamic bias without the need for startup circuit.
M5 acts a resistor to introduce different time constants on VAP and VAN, resulting in
dead-time between the rise-time and fall-time of the signal pair. This will
minimize the shoot-through current during signal transitions. When MN1 turns
ON, M9 will turn on and more current is drawn by M4. Since

'

( )*

'

( )+

, M3

will draw more current, resulting in faster rise-time for VAP and VAN. Hence, MN1
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will be turned OFF earlier to eliminate reverse current issue, realizing reverse
current control.

Vin+

VOUT

M4

M3

M8
To
NMOS
gate

VAP
For
reverse
current
control

M6

M5

VAN

M9

M2

M1

M7

Vin-

Fig. 2.12.

Comparator with reverse current control (RCC) [65]. VOUT is the
rectifier output voltage.
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Vin2
Vbias

Vbias

M7

M5

Vbias

M8

3x

M6
VGN1

M1

M3

M2

M10

4x

VSW

M12
VSW

M4
Vin1

Vin1

VGN1
SR latch

VGN2

Fig. 2.13.

Vbias

M11

1x

1x

M9

VSW
V’SW

Delay time compensated comparator with switched-offset [61].
VGN1 and VGN2 are the gate bias for NMOS rectification transistor.

Fig. 2.13 shows the delay-time compensated comparator used in Fig. 2.8 [61].
When Vin1 < 0 V, M1 sinks more current than M2. This increases the current
sourced by M5, which is being mirrored to M6. VOUT and VGN1 will be pulled high
and MN1 turns ON. VSW will change state from high to low, turning ON M11 and
M12. The offset voltage introduces by M9 and M10 is expressed as

,-

.

2

) /

.

2

)0

√2

1".

2

)0

(2.3)

where IM10 = nIM7. With IM9 and IM10 sourcing M1 and M4 respectively, VOUT is
pulled low faster. MN1 is turned OFF earlier before Vin1 > 0 V, eliminate reverse
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current issue. SR latch is added between comparator output and VSW to prevent
multiple-pulsing problem caused by dynamic offset operation. Comparator
operates on dynamic bias to reduce power consumption.

For comparators with RCC, the dynamic offset will be off when the power switch
is turned off. This offset is susceptible to process variations [61], and might
suffer from multiple-pulsing issue.

C. Comparator with dynamic offset for both forward and reverse
conductions
Fig. 2.14 shows an ON-OFF response compensated comparator. When Vin+ > Vout,
M1 is sourcing more current than M2. Vcgo1 will be pulled high, turning on PMOS
rectification transistor. M4 is sized larger than M3 to create an offset such that
Vcgo1 will go high earlier before Vin+ exceeds Vout. This rise-time compensation
will cause fall-time to increase, resulting in larger reverse current loss. Hence,
auxiliary bias circuit (Mb1 and Ms1) is added. When Vcgo1 ties high, Vs1 will set the
output Q of SR latch to ‘HIGH’. Ms1 will be turned on, sinking current from Mb1
to pull Vcgo1 low. This will cause Vctl1 to turn the PMOS rectification transistor off
earlier before Vin+ falls below Vout. When complementary PMOS rectification
transistor turns on, Vr1 will set Q to ‘LOW’ to turn off the auxiliary bias circuit.
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Vout

Vin+

M1

To PMOS
gate

M2

Vcgo1
Vbias

Mb1

Q
Ms1

M3

Vbias

M4

Q

Q’

Fig. 2.14.

S

R

From
complementary
PMOS
rectification
transistor’s
comparator

Comparator with ON-OFF response compensation [66]. M4 is
sized larger than M3 to create an offset such that comparator
response can be improved. Vout is the rectifier output voltage.

Fig. 2.15 shows a high speed comparator with offset-control. When VIN1 > VREC,
P8 sources more current than P7 and VA will be tied high and VOUT goes ‘LOW’.
PMOS rectification transistor will be turned on. In the meantime, P12 will also be
turned on and activate the OffsetR control block by sourcing current to N5. N6 will
sink more current and pull VA to ‘LOW’ and turn PMOS rectification transistor
off earlier before VIN1 < VREC. When VOUT is tied high, P15 will be turned on and
activate the OffsetF control block. VA will rapidly increase such that PMOS
rectification transistor is turned on earlier before VIN1 rises above VREC.
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OffsetR
control

OffsetF
control

VREC

VIN1
P7

P12

P8

P15

P9

VOUT

VA
N5

Fig. 2.15.

N6

Comparator with offset-control function [67]. VREC is the rectifier
output voltage while VOUT is the comparator output voltage to
PMOS rectification transistor gate.

Comparators with offset for both forward and reverse conductions usually suffer
from multiple-pulsing issue. This topology is theoretically unstable due to
positive feedback from the dynamic offset control circuitries which will trigger
comparator to go into self-oscillation.

2.1.8

Complementary Cross-Coupled Rectifier

Fig. 2.16 shows a complementary cross-coupled rectifier [68]-[70]. Its operating
principle is similar to boosted-gate rectifier but all the transistors in main rectifier
are cross-coupled to cancel the threshold voltage effect. Ideally, the rectifier
output voltage VOUT is defined as [2 x (Vin,p – VDS)], where VDS is the drain-source
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voltage drop of conducting transistor. This rectifier has been reported to provide
excellent PCE for both low and high frequency application at small input power.
Even though the rectifier has high PCE, it suffers from reverse leakage issue
during the on-off transition when a switching pair conducts in reverse bias. Fig.
2.17 shows the reverse leakage current during on-off transition. Moreover, the
circuit will experience gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL) when Vin is large,
limiting its application for near-field power transfer.

MN1

MP1
I

MN2

Fig. 2.16.

D1

MP2

Schematic of complementary cross-coupled rectifier [68].
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Fig. 2.17.

Transient simulation showing reverse leakage current in MP1
during on-off transitions. Reverse leakage current (ID1) occurs
when difference between Vout and VRF- is equal/larger than MP1
threshold voltage, with Vout larger than VRF+ and VRF+ larger
then MN2 threshold voltage [69].

In order to overcome issue faced by [68], [71] proposes a dual-mode rectifier as
shown in Fig. 2.18. When VOUT is lower than pre-determined VDETECT of the
voltage detector circuitry, switch control signal S1 will be tied high. The rectifier
will function as a cross-coupled rectifier (Fig. 2.19(a)). When input voltage
increases and causes the output voltage to increase, S1 will be tied low while S2
will go high. The rectifier will then be connected as a cross-coupled bridge
rectifier (Fig. 2.19(b)). Fig. 2.20 shows the improvement in dual-mode rectifier
PCE over an input power range.
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VOUT

S1

S1

Fig. 2.18.

S2

Schematic of dual-mode rectifier [71]. S1 and S2 are the switches
control signal.

(a)

Fig. 2.19.

(b)

(a) Cross-coupled rectifier when S1 in Fig. 2.18 is tied high. (b)
Cross-coupled bridge rectifier when S2 is tied high [71].
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Fig. 2.20.

PCE of dual-mode rectifier as compared to cross-coupled rectifier
and cross-coupled bridge rectifier [71].

In order to achieve larger output voltage, combination of rectifier with charge
pump or DC-DC converter can be implemented. Fig. 2.21 shows a topology
consisting cross-coupled rectifier and cross-coupled charge pump [72]. N-stage
rectifier is needed to generate DC voltage large enough for clock generator and
charge pump to operate. The converted DC voltage is then being boosted to
higher level by the charge pump.

VRF

Crosscoupled
rectifier

Charge
pump
CLK

CLKB

Clock
generator

Fig. 2.21.

RF-DC converter with cross-coupled rectifier and cross-coupled
doubler [72].
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In [73], the large reverse current with increasing input voltage is overcome by
using thick-oxide MOSFET. Fig. 2.22 shows a comparison in the amount of
reverse leakage current between nominal PMOS and thick-oxide PMOS. Due to
higher threshold voltage introduced by the thick-oxide MOSFET, the reverse
leakage is reduced even though PMOS is not fully turned off.

Fig. 2.22.

Comparison on I-V response between nominal MOSFET and
thick-oxide MOSFET [73].

2.1.9

Other Rectifier Topologies

In other to improve the operating input power range of rectifier, dual path rectifier
topology has been proposed in [84], as shown in Fig. 2.23. The system uses fivestage complementary cross coupled rectifier [68] for each path with different
transistor types to maximize the sensitivity and PCE. An additional five-stage
rectifier is used to generate reference voltage for path selection. The rectifier is
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reported to achieve peak PCE of 36.5 %, and maintaining high PCE (i.e. > 20%)
over 11 dB range.

VOUT

High power path

Comp
VRF

To
switches

Reference path

Low power path

Fig. 2.23.

Block diagram of dual-path rectifier [84]. The comparator
compares output voltage of reference path and high power path
for path selection.

Fig. 2.24 shows the quasi-floating gate bias approach which is proposed in [107]
for extending the rectifier high PCE range. Bandgap reference circuit is
implemented to generate DC bias voltage for the gates of the rectification
transistors. When Vin is smaller than optimal point, a positive boost voltage is
provided to the transistor gate to improve the forward conduction. When Vin is
larger than optimal point, a negative boost voltage is generated to reduce the
reverse leakage current. The work achieves maximum PCE of 66.6 %.
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MP1

MN1
BiasN

BiasP

OUTn-1

OUTn
BiasN

BiasP

Vin-

Fig. 2.24.

Vin-

Schematic of single-stage quasi-floating gate bias rectifier [107].
The gate bias is supplied by bandgap reference circuit. GN1 is gate
voltage of MN1 and GP1 is the gate voltage of MP1.

In the WLAN energy harvesting system proposed in [81], the rectifier is realised
with combination of Greinacher rectifier [51] and Cockroft-Walton charge pumps
as shown in Fig. 2.25. The 4-stage rectifier has maximum efficiency of 37.5 %.
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Greinacher

Cockcroft-Walton

Vin+
VOUT

Vin-

Fig. 2.25.

Rectifier for WLAN energy harvesting implemented with
combination of Greinacher rectifier and Cockcroft-Walton charge
pump.

2.1.10 Comparison of Rectifier
Rectifier is the first stage of RF-DC energy harvesting circuit. The selection of
rectifier topology is determined by three major criteria, i.e. intended application,
operating frequency and input power or voltage range. As the operating frequency
increases, PCE of all rectifier topologies will degrade due to larger transistor
switching loss and parasitic effects. Table 2.1 summarizes and compares the
different rectifier topologies discussed in this chapter.
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Table 2.1.

Comparison of different rectifier topologies, including minimum
input voltage and PCE.

Rectifier
topologies

Operation/

Pros

Cons

performance

Diode-type

i. Vin,min > 0.7 -

i. Large forward

i. Large forward

rectifier

1.0 V

current

voltage drop (0.7-1.0

ii. Negligible

V)

reverse leakage

ii. Low PCE

current
Diode-

i. Vin,min > |Vth|

i. Large forward

i. Forward voltage

connected

ii. PCE = 29.6%

current

drop of |Vth|

MOSFET

[54]

ii. Negligible

ii. Zero-threshold

reverse leakage

MOSFET eliminates

current

|Vth| drop but large

rectifier

reverse leakage
current
iii. Low PCE
Vth-

i. Vin,min < |Vth|

i. Smaller turn-on

i. Significant reverse

cancellation

ii. PCE = 11.0%

voltage

leakage current

rectifier

@ 950 MHz, -6.0

ii. Additional gate

dBm input [55]

bias generation
circuit
iii. Low PCE
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Rectifier
topologies

Operation/

Pros

Cons

performance

Self-Vth-

i. Vin,min < |Vth|

i. Smaller turn-on

i. Large reverse

cancellation

ii. PCE = 29.0%

voltage

leakage when VOUT

rectifier

@ 953 MHz, -9.9

ii. No additional

> |Vth|

dBm input [57]

circuit for gate bias
iii. Excellent PCE
at low input power

Bootstrapped

i. (Vin – VOUT) ≥

i. Excellent PCE at

i. Low PCE at high

CMOS

|Vth|

low frequency

frequency

rectifier

ii. Operates at low

ii. Large footprint

frequency
iii. PCE = 80.0%
@ 10 MHz, 2.7 V
input [58]

Boosted-gate

i. Vin,min < |Vth|

i. Smaller turn-on

i. Each main rectifier

CMOS

ii. PCE = 73.0%

voltage

required eight

rectifier

@ 950 MHz, 0.29

ii. Excellent PCE

additional transistors

V input [60]
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Rectifier
topologies

Operation/

Pros

Cons

performance

Active diode

i. Vin,min < |Vth|

i. Function like

i. Require auxiliary

rectifier

ii. Operates at low ideal switch

power source

frequency

ii. Small forward

ii. Low PCE at high

iii. PCE = 94.2%

voltage drop (=

frequency

@ 200 Hz, 1 V

VDS)

input [62]

iii. Excellent PCE
at low frequency

Complement

i. Vin,min < |Vth|

i. Smaller turn-on

i. Reverse current

ary cross-

ii. PCE = 67.5%

voltage

due to GIDL at large

coupled

at 953 MHz, -

ii. No additional

Vin

rectifier

12.5 dBm input

circuit for gate bias

ii. Low PCE at large

[68]

Vin

Dual-path

i. Vin,min < |Vth|

i. Extended high

i. Reference voltage

rectifier

ii. PCE = 36.5 %

PCE range

generator rectifier

at 900 MHz, -10

consumes power

dBm input [84]

which affected the
PCE

Quasi-

i. Vin,min < |Vth|

i. Extended high

i. Required bandgap

floating gate

ii. PCE = 66.6 %

PCE range

reference circuit to

bias rectifier

at 2.4 GHz, 0.3 –

generate gate bias

0.5 V input [107]

voltage
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Rectifier
topologies

Operation/

Pros

Cons

performance

Rectifier-

i. Vin,min > 0.7 -

i. Relatively high

booster

1.0 V

output voltage

regulator

ii. PCE = 37.5 %

i. Low PCE

at 2.45 GHz, 13
dBm input [81]

2.2

Optimization of Rectifier

Although the overall efficiency of RF energy harvesting system is contributed by
every single block along the system chain from antenna to matching network and
rectifier, rectifier is the key component that dictates the system efficiency. Design
optimization methodology which aids the optimization of rectifier design will
expedite the design cycle and ease technology portability.

Fig. 2.26.

Voltage doubler with Kirchhoff voltage loop including parasitics
[74].
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An analytical model based on decoupling the MOS diode mean and variable
voltages required to provide the load current in steady state is presented in [74].
Fig. 2.26 shows the voltage doubler from [74]. Firstly, the diode and capacitors
(coupling capacitor and load capacitor) characteristics are modeled through
mathematical representations.
34

3

35 and 34

34 # 35

(2.4)

Next, the mean point around the voltage applied on D1 and D2 (66666
4 ) is identified.
1 @
8 9 :3
7 / 4 4

66666
4 ;<=

(2.5)

> ?%

Then, the parasitic capacitances are deduced. The capacitors voltages are
represented as:
∆35 :=;
∆35 :=;

94 :=;
94 :=;

95!?A :=; # 94 :=; # 95!?A :=;"
95!?A :=;

> ?% :=;

∆=

95!?A,B@ :=;"

∆=

(2.6)

(2.7)

The equations are solved through iterations in MATLAB with look-up table
consisting transistors’ DC and AC characteristic computed from SPICE models.
Application of this methodology on a voltage doubler design yields an output
voltage with absolute mean error lower than 5e-4 V in around 1 minute, as shown
in Fig. 2.27. This methodology takes into consideration the AC and DC
characteristics of devices, input voltage, frequency, load current, temperature,
backgate voltage and parasitic capacitors.
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Fig. 2.27.

(SPICE-like), for MOS diode width/length = 300/2, Iload =
1.5µA and C1 = C2 = 5pF [74].

An automated design methodology to design CMOS multi-stage Dickson
rectifiers is proposed in [75]. The design and layout can be generated according to
specifications including the impedance matching. Fig. 2.28 shows the automated
design flow from [75]. Firstly, the number of stages needed to achieve the
required output voltage is determined.
C

DE

#

-

?F

/

G: #

-;

H

(2.8)

where Vac is the input signal peak-to-peak voltage, C is the coupling capacitor, I0
is the average current drawn by output load, CS is the parasitic capacitance at each
pumping node and f is the operating frequency [75]. Next, the power loss due to
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transistor operating in super-threshold region and leakage power is computed for
rectifier efficiency calculation.
I

J

C

JC
# DJ>

(2.9)

Then, the circuit input impedance is estimated through curve fitting and device
sizing is calculated. Interval halving method is used to find the optimum solution
based on objective function in (2.10).
KLM

N:1

I; # O|Q

50| # TU

(2.10)

where α, β and γ are user-defined relative weightage between the specifications.
This methodology considers impedance matching and power efficiency. Although
the cost for matching network can be reduced, the circuit has lower efficiency.

Fig. 2.28.

Automated rectifier design flow. Based on input specifications,
the tool will calculate design parameters and generate netlist. The
generated netlist will be simulated via Spectre simulation to
verify circuit performance. The tool will then calculate matching
network device sizing for system performance [75].
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Fig. 2.29.

Schematic of diode doubler with its fundamental frequency
equivalent input impedance without parasitic series loss
resistance [76].

An analytical methodology to design Schottky diode rectifier is presented in [76].
Fig. 2.29 shows the diode doubler schematic used in [76]. Firstly, a first order
approximation with constant factor χ is used in relationship between diode peak
current (IDPEAK) and load current (ILOAD). The diode peak voltage is expressed as:
4VWXY

≅2

@ [2 E

≅2

@ [2 E

4VWXY

]

-

H

-

H

(,X4

(2.11)

The non-ideal diode threshold voltage with load current is considered. Next, the
circuit input impedance is derived.
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Q4^(_ ≅

4

`5

(,X4

4^(_

E

≅

5

#

5

VX_X

VX_X E

HE

5

5

VX_X

#

#
5

4

H#

#
5

@B^4

(2.12)

H

(2.13)

F!

Then, the parasitic resistive losses (diode and capacitor losses, and components
fixed loss) are transformed to the input. Finally, the RF to DC equation is
established.
1300
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VDC (mV)
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Number of diode

Fig. 2.30.

Comparison

between

predicted

output

voltage,

SPICE

simulation and measurement. Predicted output voltage is 7.18.5% higher than actual measurement for rectifier with more
than 12 diodes [76].

Fig. 2.30 shows the comparison between predicted output voltage and actual
SPICE simulation. Although parasitic capacitance and input impedance are
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considered, this methodology assumes voltages applied to different diodes are
same.

60

Efficiency (%)

45

30

15
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Fig. 2.31.

Comparison between simulated and measured PCE based on
iterative optimization methodology [77].

An iterative optimization methodology for efficiency is proposed in [77]. A two
stage Greinacher rectifier (with diode-connected MOSFET) is designed in the
study. Firstly, numerical approach is used to calculate transistor bias point.
J,B@
,B@

1 @
8
7 /

4

b

)

cE

,B@

2D

H

)d

1 e f92:g=;"h <=

(2.14)

where VM is the voltage drop across transistor and N is number of stages. Next,
the input impedance in steady-state conditions is defined. Rectifier input
capacitance is simplified as:
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`i

N

),- :0;

c1 #

-

-!

dD

(2.15)

where α is empirical coefficient (=1.1), CMOS is the transistor’s capacitance, Wn is
NMOS width and IS is the reverse current. The efficiency of matching network is
calculated, followed by the rectifier PCE. Wn and N are varied for iterative
calculation of PCE. Fig. 2.31 shows comparison between simulated and measured
PCE for rectifier design based on this optimization methodology. The rectifier
efficiency curve is affected by input impedance mismatch between antenna and
rectifier. The difference in simulated and measured PCE is attribute to higher
transistor threshold voltage on silicon and ohmic losses which are not fully
represented in model file and post-layout simulations.

A gradient-base optimization methodology, combining with SPICE simulation, is
proposed in [78]. A three stage Greinacher rectifier (with ultra-low-power diode)
is designed in the study. Firstly, the transistor type, transistor channel length and
number of stages are pre-determined. Next, transistor width is obtained through
steepest ascent iteration method for each stage. Fig. 2.32 shows the first stage
transistors widths optimization whereby different initial width value converges to
same optimal PCE. The time needed for obtaining the optimum transistor width is
between 8 to 39 hours. The predicted PCE has an absolute mean error of 0.01%.
Next, the capacitors are optimized by restricting the total capacitance value to
cater for tradeoff between PCE and chip area. Fig. 2.33 shows the areaconstrained optimization of capacitor value among the stages.
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Different initial width converge to
same final width with optimal
efficiency

Fig. 2.32.

A

three-stage

rectifier’s

first

stage

transistors

widths

optimization. Diamond symbols indicate different initial
transistors widths used in the optimization algorithm, and all
iterations converge to same final transistors widths which result
in optimum efficiency [78].

Fig. 2.33.

Area-constrained

optimization

of

capacitance

distribution

between stages of a three-stage rectifier. Vout is higher than 1.8 V
when Ci,j is larger than 5 pF for Vin = 1 Vpp, Iload = 10 µA and
frequency = 13.56 MHz [78].
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[74], [76] and [77] proposed analytical method for circuit optimization. The
accuracy in prediction for analytical or numerical methodology depends heavily
on the accuracy and completeness of the mathematical models used to
characterise the devices and circuit behaviours. [75] combines numerical
approach with SPICE simulation for design automation from schematic to layout.
The input impedance is estimated through curve fitting, and user defines the
optimization weightage between PCE and input impedance. Hence, PCE is
impacted due to consideration of input impedance. [78] proposed gradient-base
optimization methodology with SPICE simulation. This approach is appropriate
for circuit with concave function. The algorithm is comparable to parametric
analysis which explains the long duration required for optimizing single
parameter.
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CHAPTER 3

PROPOSED DUAL-PATH RF ENERGY

HARVESTER
In order to acquire wide applications in wireless charging for low power devices
and to maximize efficacy in harvesting energy from surrounding environment and
designated source, a dual-path rectifier for RF energy harvester has been
proposed. The rectifier is optimized to operate at 2.45GHz, which is the frequency
band for industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) and IEEE 802.11/Wi-Fi, while is
able to support 950MHz operation.

3.1

System Overview

Fig. 3.1.

Block diagram of wireless sensor node with integrated energy
harvesting system, which is comprised of antenna, matching
network, RF-to-DC converter, energy storage unit, control unit
and sensors with internal circuitries.
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Fig. 3.2.

Block diagram of proposed dual-path RF energy harvester,
which is comprised of antenna, switches, baluns, matching
networks, low input power rectifier, high input power rectifier
and voltage aware circuitry.

Fig. 3.1 shows block diagram of a typical RF energy harvesting system. RF
antenna captures and converts received power into signal voltages. The power
unit converts the extracted signal voltages to DC voltage. Optionally, the system
might include voltage regulator and control circuitry according to system load
requirements. The efficiency of harvester in converting received power to DC
output voltage is expressed as
jGG@,@X(

jGG)i k jGG_W5@

(3.1)

where EffRECT is the rectifier efficiency and EffMN is the matching network
efficiency.
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Fig. 3.2 shows the proposed dual-path RF energy harvester, which consists of a
low input power rectifier, a high input power rectifier, a voltage detector, a switch
and an adjustable-offset comparator. During low input power, the low-power
rectification path is enabled to extract power from antenna and to convert the RF
power into DC power. During high input power, the high-power rectification path
is enabled. A comparator controlled switch is inserted along the output of highpower rectification path to prevent current flowing back to source from the output
capacitor. The comparator has built-in adjustable offset and it compares VRECT2
and VOUT to enable/disable the output switch. In order to minimize power
consumption, VRECT2 detector is used to sense and assess rectifier output voltage,
and output control signal EN_COMP. The EN_COMP signal determines when to
enable the comparator.

3.2

Low-Power Rectifier

For low received power with small input voltage amplitude, the effective
threshold voltage of the main rectification diodes needs to be reduced for proper
operation of the circuit. Complementary cross-coupled rectifier (CCCR) is a
commonly used topology in many prior arts due to its ability to provide high PCE
at small input voltage and its passive threshold-voltage-compensation capability.
However, this topology suffers from high leakage problem when input amplitude
is large. Hence, it has narrow high-PCE range which limits its application. Focus
of this research work is to design rectifier for high frequency operation with high
PCE over wide input range.
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3.2.1

Rectifier with Dynamic Vth-Cancellation Gate Bias
Vin+
Cc1
N1
VX

RD1
P1

VD1

FB1

VOUT1

FB2

P2
VY

VD2
RD2

N2
Cc2
Vin-

Fig. 3.3.

Single-stage rectifier with dynamic Vth-cancellation gate bias.
When Vin+ > Vin-, P1 turns on when difference between VX and
VD1 is equal or larger than PMOS threshold voltage. When Vin+
< Vin-, P1 turns off with gate connected to VOUT1.

During the initial phase of this research work, a rectifier with dynamic Vthcancellation gate bias has been proposed, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Transistor P1,2 are
the main rectification diodes. Unlike conventional Vth-cancellation topology [55]
with fixed gate bias which resulted in main rectification diode not able to turn on
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and off completely, the proposed Vth-cancellation biasing circuitry will bias the
transistor gate dynamically.

During positive half cycle of input signal when Vin+ > Vin-, P2 is off with gate
connected to VOUT1. N2 will turn on when (VX – VY) is equal or larger than NMOS
threshold voltage (Vthn) and coupling capacitor Cc2 will ideally be charged up to
(|Vin1 - VDS,N2|). P1 will turn on when (VD1 – VX) is larger than PMOS threshold
voltage (Vthp), where VD1 is the drain-to-source voltage of FB1. Minimum VD1 is
determined by the ON resistance of FB1. The ON resistance of FB1 can be
represented as:
(3.2)

Ql^_

:

n

4

;

where µ is the electron mobility, Cox is the gate-oxide capacitor per unit area, W/L
is the aspect ratio of the transistor, Vthn is the NMOS threshold voltage, VX is the
transistor gate voltage and VD1 is the transistor drain voltage. Hence, VD1 is
defined as:
4

Ql^_
Ql^_ # Q4

(3.3)

During negative half cycle of input signal when Vin+ < Vin-, P1 is off with gate
connected to VOUT1. N1 will turn on when (VY - VX) ≥ Vthn and coupling capacitor
Cc1 will theoretically be charged up to (|Vin+ - VDS,N1|). P2 will turn on when (VD2 VY) ≥ Vthp, where VD2 is the drain-to-source voltage of FB2. Minimum VD2 is
determined by the ON resistance of FB2.
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The gate of P1,2 is not biased at negative potential during conduction. This is to
prevent excessive source-to-gate voltage applying to P1,2, which might cause
transistor to breakdown, when input voltage is large. The dynamic gate biasing
circuitry generates a low gate potential for P1,2 during on-state while connect P1,2
into diode-connected configuration during off-state. The rectifier output voltage
VOUT1 is defined as [2 x (Vin+ - (|Vthp| + VD)].

CCCR
Dynamic gate
bias rectifier

Fig. 3.4.

Comparison in PCE performance of dynamic gate bias rectifier
and CCCR across different input amplitude at 2.45 GHz with 5
kΩ load. Due to controlled gate voltage, the dynamic gate bias
rectifier achieves higher PCE for input voltage larger than 0.8 V
as compared to CCCR.
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Fig. 3.4 shows the simulated PCE of dynamic gate bias rectifier at 2.45 GHz with
5 kΩ load. The proposed rectifier provides higher PCE for input voltage
amplitude larger than 0.8 V as compared to CCCR. For same load condition (i.e. 5
kΩ), it is able to attain PCE above 20% for input voltage range of 0.95 V as
compared to voltage range of 0.63 V for CCCR. This shows the dynamic gate
biasing circuitry is able to mitigate high leakage issue faced by CCCR at high
input voltage. However, the peak PCE of 33.2% is much lower as compared to
CCCR’s peak PCE (48.4%). This low PCE is attributed to the power consumption
of the dynamic gate biasing circuitry, the delay in response of FB1,2 to change in
VX,Y, and the gate of main rectification diode being tied to a small positive
potential instead of negative potential during conduction which restricted the
amount of forward current.

3.2.2

Rectifier with DC-boosted gate bias

In this work, we propose a novel rectifier with DC-boosted gate bias [15], [89].
This topology is chosen to be implemented in the proposed dual-path energy
harvester. Fig. 3.5 displays the fundamental building block of our proposed lowpower rectifier, consisting single-stage rectifier with DC-boosted gate voltage
compensation. MP1,2 are PMOS transistor pair functioning as main rectification
diodes while MN1,2 are NMOS transistor pair providing current return path to RF
source. Auxiliary gate capacitors (Caux) and self-cascode PMOS transistor pair
(MB1,2) forms the auxiliary gate bias circuit to supply DC-boosted gate bias to
MP1,2, respectively.
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(a) Single stage of proposed rectifier
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Caux

MN1
V1

MP1
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VOUT1

VG2
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V2

MP2

MN2
Cc2

Caux
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(b) During positive half cycle
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Vin+
Cc1

Caux

MN1
V1

MP1
MB1
VG1
VOUT1

VG2
MB2
V2

MP2

MN2
Cc2

Caux
Vin-

(c) During negative half cycle
Fig. 3.5.

Single-stage rectifier with DC-boosted gate bias. (a) Proposed
circuit. (b) Operation during positive half cycle, MP1 and MN2
are turned on. MP1 turns on when difference between V1 and
VG1 is equal or larger than PMOS threshold voltage. (c)
Operation during negative half cycle, MP2 and MN1 are turned
on. MP2 turns on when difference between V2 and VG2 is equal
or larger than PMOS threshold voltage.

When input signal Vin+ > Vin- during positive half cycle of, MP1 and MN2 are
turned on while MP2 and MN1 are turned off. Current flows from Vin+ through
MP1 to load, and back to Vin- through MN2. Ideally, Cc2 will be charged up to (|Vin-
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– VDS,MN2|). Both MP1 and MN2 operate in linear region. MP1 will turn on when
(VG1 – V1) is equal or smaller than PMOS threshold voltage (Vthp). MN2 will
conduct when (V1 – V2) is equal or larger than Vthn. MP1 and MN2 drain-to-source
current (IDS) can be defined as:
4-

b:

;

o-

4-

E

4-

2

H h

(3.4)

where VGS is the transistor gate-to-source voltage, Vth is the threshold voltage and
VDS is the transistor drain-to-source voltage. The ON resistance (RDS_ON) of MP1
and MN2 can be expressed as:
Q4-_,i

(3.5)
:

o-

4- ;

From (3.4) and (3.5), can be concluded that lower Vth will give rise to larger IDS
and larger transistor aspect ratio will lead to smaller RDS_ON, reducing the forward
voltage drop. However, lower Vth and larger W/L will lead to larger subthreshold
current flowing in reverse direction when Vin+ < Vin-. In the auxiliary gate bias
branch, VG1 is confined by the source-to-gate voltage (VSG) of MB1 and the
parasitic PN diode between drain-bulk of MB1. MB1 is a diode-connected selfcascode transistor which sets the DC bias voltage at VG1. A DC-boosted bias
voltage is supplied to the gate of MP1 by superimposing the AC component of Vinonto this DC bias voltage. The current flowing through the auxiliary gate bias
branch (IMB1,2) is defined as:
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where IS0 is the sub-threshold saturation current, n is the sub-threshold region
swing parameter and VT is the thermal voltage. Assuming (VOUT1 – VG1,2) > 3VT,
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When input signal Vin+ < Vin- during negative half cycle, MP2 and MN1 are ON
while MP1 and MN2 are turned off. Current flows from Vin- through MP2 to load,
and back to Vin+ through MN1. Ideally, Cc1 will be charged up to (|Vin+ – VDS,MN1|).
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Both MP2 and MN1 operate in linear region. MP2 will conduct when (VG2 – V2) is
equal or smaller than Vthp. MN1 will turn on when (V2 – V1) is equal or larger than
Vthn. In the auxiliary gate bias branch, VG2 is confined by the VSG of MB2 and the
parasitic PN diode between drain-bulk of MB2. MB2 is a diode-connected selfcascode transistor which sets the DC bias voltage at VG2. A DC-boosted bias
voltage is supplied to the gate of MP2 by superimposing the AC component of
Vin+ onto this DC bias voltage.

In order to achieve higher DC output voltage, more stages of rectifier are needed
due to limitation on maximum achievable output voltage from single-stage
rectifier. However, there will be issue of higher power dissipation with increasing
number of stages, which degrades the PCE. In this work, a 2-stage rectifier has
been implemented since two stages are able to produce at least 1 V output voltage
for minimum -17 dBm input power and do not cause significant degradation on
PCE. Fig. 3.6 shows the proposed 2-stage rectifier. In the first stage, the auxiliary
gate bias circuitry generates boosted negative gate voltage for MP1,2 so that it can
turn on when input voltage is lower than Vth during on-state. When MP1,2 is in offstate, the auxiliary gate bias circuitry confines the positive gate voltage for MP1,2
to prevent GIDL for large input voltage while minimizing reverse leakage current.
The output voltage of first stage rectifier (VOUT1) is defined as:
,B@

2 k ’3

,!

:

^

;“

(3.10)

where vin,p is the RF peak input voltage and VBoost1 is the boosted gate voltage. The
Caux are connected to V3,4 instead of V1,2 in the second stage so that its auxiliary
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gate bias branch provides slight boost to the positive gate voltage for MP3,4 during
off-state. This will minimize the reverse leakage current. Fig. 3.7 shows the
simulated voltage signals at V2, VG1, V4 and VG3 of the 2-stage rectifier for 300
mV input voltage at 2.45 GHz.
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Fig. 3.6.
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Schematic of 2-stage rectifier with DC-boosted gate bias.
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Simulated voltage signals at V2, VG1, V4 and VG3 with 300 mV

Fig. 3.7.

input voltage at 2.45 GHz.

Since the rectifier circuit is symmetrical, positive half cycle operation is taken as
consideration for circuit power loss calculation. For each rectifier stage, the power
loss is primarily determined by PMOS switching loss and conduction loss of both
PMOS and NMOS rectification diode, and can be approximated as [67]:
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(3.14)
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where Cgp is the PMOS gate capacitance, f is the operating frequency, Deff is the
effective duty cycle when rectifier is turned on, Ron is the transistor ON resistance,
Paux is the auxiliary branch power consumption for each stage, VOUT1 is the first
stage output voltage, and POUT1 is the first stage output power.

The PCE of rectifier is defined as:
J j

JC
k 100%
J

J

J>
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(3.15)
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where T is one period of the input signal, Pin is the average received RF power,
Ploss is the total power loss, t1 is the start time of input signal, VOUT is the DC
output voltage, Pout is the average DC output power, and Rload is the output load.
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Fig. 3.8.

Simulated low-power rectifier PCE for different input power and
loads at 2.45 GHz.
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Fig. 3.9.

Comparison in PCE between proposed 2-stage rectifier with DCboosted gate bias and CCCR with different input voltage at 2.45
GHz and 2.2 kΩ load (without matching network). The boosted
gate voltage improves the rectifier efficiency and extends the
input voltage range for PCE above 20 %.

Fig. 3.8 presents the PCE of proposed 2-stage rectifier for different input power
and load conditions, with matching network. As shown, the PCE is a concave
function of input power and load whereby each input power has an optimum load
condition. PCE degrades with increasing load due to reduction in output power
while power dissipation in rectifier elements dominates. The rectifier achieves
peak PCE of 72.2% at -10 dBm input power and 15 kΩ load. For same load
condition (i.e. 15 kΩ), PCE is above 20% for input power range from -17 dBm to
5 dBm. Fig. 3.9 shows comparison in efficiency between the proposed rectifier
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and a 2-stage CCCR at 2.45GHz without matching network and with 2.2 kΩ load,
to illustrate novelty of DC-boosted gate bias circuitry in improving rectifier PCE
across wide input range.

Fig. 3.10 illustrates the achievable output voltage for different input power level
and load conditions at 2.45 GHz. With 15 kΩ load, the proposed rectifier is able
to produce 1 V output with minimum input power of -10 dBm. The sensitivity of
rectifier is -17 dBm, for 1V output. Fig. 3.11 illustrates the impact of loading
effect on output power. Minimum input power of 158.49 µW (i.e. -8 dBm) is
required for output power of 100 µW.

Fig. 3.10.

Simulated low-power rectifier output voltage versus input power
at 2.45 GHz for various load conditions. Output voltage 1 V is
achieved with minimum input power of -10 dBm for 15 kΩ load.
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Fig. 3.11.

Simulated low-power rectifier output power versus input power at
2.45 GHz for various load conditions. For 100 µW output power,
minimum 158.49 µW input power is required.

3.3

High-Power Rectifier

When RF source is too close to the harvester, transistor gate compensation for
effective Vth reduction may not be feasible. We propose a 6-stage rectifier with
internal body bias to regulate the transistors’ Vth for optimal efficiency. Fig. 3.12
shows the proposed 6-stage rectifier with internal body bias.

When input signal Vin+ < Vin- during negative half cycle, as shown in Fig. 3.13(a),
voltage at node7 is:
0

50

#

≈2

(3.16)

With the charge of Vin on C7 (charged by Vin- during previous positive half cycle),
voltage at node7 is ideally 2Vin. N1 will turn ON when Vgs,N1 ≥ Vthn while P1 will
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turn OFF. Both P1 and N2 are OFF to prevent reverse charge transfer from higher
potential at node2 to lower potential at node1. When N1 is ON, C1 is charged to
Vin. Since V1 ≈ 0 V and V7 ≈ 2Vin, N7 is turned off and P7 is turned on. The charge
on C7 is subsequently transferred to node8 through P7 and N8.
The threshold voltage of PMOS and NMOS in forward biased can be defined as:
!

/,!
/,

|2Φl

T

|2Φl #

#T

-^ |

-^ |

|2Φl |

|2Φl |

(3.17)
(3.18)

where VSB is the source-to-body voltage, Vt0 is the threshold voltage when VSB is
zero, ΦF is the surface potential coefficient and γ is the body effect coefficient.
PMOS is intrinsically slower than NMOS. Hence, the body of P1 and P7 are
connected to respective gate to lower the threshold voltage. The respective
intermediate stages’ voltage is ideally as follow:
≈0

+
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Fig. 3.12.

Schematic of 6-stage rectifier with internal body bias.
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(a) During negative half cycle

Fig. 3.13.

1

Vin-

(b) During positive half cycle

High-power rectifier first stage operation. (a) Operation during
negative half cycle, when P7 and N1 are turned on. P7 will turn
on when voltage difference between node7 and node1 is equal or
larger then PMOS threshold voltage. The charge on C7 will be
transferred to the next stage. (b) Operation during positive half
cycle, when P1 and N7 are turned on. P1 will turn on when
voltage difference between node1 and node7 is equal or larger
then PMOS threshold voltage. The charge on C1 will be
transferred to the next stage.

When input signal Vin+ > Vin- during positive half cycle, as shown in Fig. 3.13(b),
the voltage at node1 is ideally 2Vin. N7 is turned on while P7 is turned off. After
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the discharge in previous half cycle, voltage at node7 will be close to ground
during this half cycle. C7 will be charged to Vin. Since V7 ≈ 0 V and V1 ≈ 2Vin, N1
is turned off and P1 is turned on. The charge on C1 is subsequently transferred to
node2 through P1 and N2.

In subsequent stages, the body of PMOS in N-th stage is connected to (N-1)-th
stage holding state. The body of PMOS will be biased at a lower potential as
compared to its source and drain. This technique utilizes internally generated DC
voltage to lower the threshold voltage when PMOS is turned on, allowing the
rectifier to function at lower input voltage.

During initial start-up phase, the intermediate voltage at each stage is not
established. However, a fast output ramp-up time is desired to maximize rectifier
utilization due to inconsistent availability of input signal source. Hence, the
PMOS threshold voltage of first stage and last stage is lowered much more by
connecting its body to gate.
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Fig. 3.14.

Simulated high-power rectifier PCE for different input power and
load conditions at 2.45 GHz. Peak PCE of 65.4 % is achieved
with 1 dBm input power and 15 kΩ load.

Fig. 3.15.

Simulated high-power rectifier output voltage versus input power
for various load conditions at 2.45 GHz. Output voltage of 1 V is
achieved which minimum -4 dBm input power with 15 kΩ load.
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Fig. 3.16.

Simulated high-power rectifier output power versus input power
for various load conditions at 2.45 GHz. In order to generate 100
µW, minimum input power required is 398.11 µW.

Fig. 3.14 illustrates the PCE of proposed 6-stage rectifier, with matching network,
for different input power and load conditions. Peak PCE of 65.4% is attained at 1
dBm input power and 15 kΩ load. With same load condition (i.e. 15 kΩ), PCE is
above 20% for input power range from -4 dBm to 8 dBm. Fig. 3.15 illustrates the
achievable output voltage for different input power level and load conditions at
2.45 GHz. The proposed rectifier is able to produce 1 V output with minimum
input power of -4 dBm with 15 kΩ load. Fig. 3.16 shows the impact of loading
effect on output power. Minimum input power of 398.11 µW (i.e. -4 dBm) is
required for output power of 100 µW.
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3.4

Voltage-Aware Block

:
:

Fig. 3.17.

CP1
:
CN6

Block diagram of voltage-aware block, which is comprised of
voltage detector, adjustable-offset comparator, gate driver
buffer and PMOS switch.

In the event that high-power rectification path is enabled, in order to ensure the
output of high-power rectifier (VRECT2) is able to charge the output load and not
the reverse, a switch needs to be present in between VRECT2 and the load. When
VRECT2 is lower than harvester output voltage VOUT, the switch should remain open
to prevent current from flowing back to source from the output. A comparator is
used to compare between VRECT2 and VOUT, and turn ON the switch when VRECT2 ≥
VOUT. The comparator needs to be powered-down when no comparison activity is
required so as to minimize the overall power consumption. A voltage detector is
inserted to sense VRECT2 and generate toggle signal, EN_COMP, to enable or
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disable the comparator. Fig. 3.17 shows the block diagram of proposed voltageaware block, which consists of a voltage detector, an adjustable-offset comparator
and a PMOS switch.

The voltage detector, which is implemented based on Schmitt trigger, is shown in
Fig. 3.18. Fig. 3.19 illustrates the operation states of this Schmitt trigger when
VRECT2 increase from zero till the low-to-high trigger point (VL-H). As shown in
Fig. 3.19(a), when VRECT2 is zero, M4 and M5 are off while M1 and M3 are
operating in linear region. Since IDET is almost equal to zero, VDETECTOR is pulled
high to AVDD. When VRECT2 increases till Vthn (Fig. 3.19(b)), M5 will start to turn
on.
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Fig. 3.18.

Schematic of voltage detector.
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(a) When VRECT2 = 0
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(b) When VRECT2 ≥ Vthn
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(c) When VRECT2 = VL-H
Fig. 3.19.

Operation states of Schmitt trigger when VRECT2 increase from
zero till the low-to-high trigger point (VL-H). (a) When VRECT2 is
zero, VDETECTOR is pulled high to AVDD. (b) When VRECT2 reaches
Vthn, VDETECTOR remains at AVDD while M5 starts to turn on with
decreasing drain-to-source voltage. (c) When VRECT2 reaches VL-H,
VDETECTOR is pulled low to ground.
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When VRECT2 increases above VL-H, the voltage detector will output an enable
signal (EN_COMP = ‘1’) to the comparator. The comparator will be enabled and
started comparing the voltage level between VRECT2 and VOUT. The gate driver will
be enabled to drive the gate of PMOS switch to turn it on or off according to
comparator output. When VRECT2 drops below VH-L, the voltage detector will
output a disable signal (EN_COMP = ‘0’) to the comparator. Both the comparator
and gate driver will be disabled, and PMOS switch will remain open. Fig. 3.20
shows the simulated response when VRECT2 increases from 0 V to 1.5 V, and vice
versa. The voltage detector is designed to have a low-to-high trigger point of 675
mV and a high-to-low trigger point of 515 mV.

VDETECTOR (V)

1.

VRECT2: Low-to-High
VRECT2: High-toLow

VRECT2 (V)

Fig. 3.20

Simulated response of voltage detector when VRECT2 increases
from low-to-high and decreases from high-to-low. The low-tohigh trigger point is 0.675 V, and the high-to-low trigger point is
0.515 V.
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Fig. 3.21 shows schematic of the proposed comparator. For low voltage
application, common gate (CG) configuration is preferred. A complementary
common-gate amplifier has been proposed to maximize the operational input
voltage range, and to optimize the rise-time and fall-time of comparator. In this
design,

'

( )V 5

'

( )V 5

and

'

( )i+5

'

( )iž5

. MP1C and MP2C form a

current mirror pair with gates connected together at potential VA. MN4C and MN5C
form another current mirror pair with gates connected together at potential VB.

When VRECT2 is higher than VOUT, MP1C will draw more current as compared to
MP2C and pull output of comparator-N (VCMPN) high. At the same time, more
current will flow through MP4C as compared to MP5C, and output of comparator-P
(VCMPP) is pulled high. Both VCMPN and VCMPP will drive the gate driver. The gate
driver output voltage (VSW) will be set low and PMOS switch is turned on. In
order to optimize the conduction time when VRECT2 is greater than VOUT, an offset
can be introduced in comparator-N by altering the transistors sizing ratio between
MN2C and MN3C. MN3C is sized larger than MN2C such that IMN2C is smaller than
IMN3C. Hence, VCMPN will trigger an earlier low-to-high transition when VRECT2 is
higher than VOUT.

When VRECT2 is lower than VOUT, MP2C will draw more current and pull VCMPN
low. At the same time, more current will flow through MP5C and pull VCMPP low.
Both VCMPN and VCMPP will drive the gate driver. VSW will be set high and the
PMOS switch is turned off. In order to minimize the reverse conduction when
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VRECT2 is smaller than VOUT, an offset can be introduced in comparator-P by
altering the transistors sizing ratio between MP4C and MP5C. MP5C is sized larger
than MP4C such that IMP5C is larger than IMP4C. Hence, VCMPP will introduce an
earlier high-to-low transition when VRECT2 is lower than VOUT.

Control signals CP1-CP6 and CN1-CN6 are meant for post-fabrication trimming to
tune the intended current offset between MN2C and MN3C, and MP4C and MP5C.
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VRECT2

VOUT
VA

MP1C

MP2C

VCMPN
CN6

MN1C
(x2)

(x4)

CN5

(x2)

I1

CN4

(x1)

I2

MN2C
(x4)

CN2

CN1

MN3C
(x6)

(x1)

CN3

(x4)

(x2)

EN_COMP
XEN_COMP

(x4)

(x2)
CP6

(x1)
CP5

MP4C
(x8)
CP4

MP5C
(x10)
I3

(x2)

(x1)
CP1

I4

(x4)
CP2

MP3C
(x4)
CP3

VCMPP
MN4C

Fig. 3.21.

VB

MN5C

Schematic of complementary common-gate adjustable-offset comparator.
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Time (ns)
PMOS CG
comparator

Fig. 3.22.

NMOS CG
comparator

Complementary
CG comparator

Comparison in output response for different types of CG
comparator. PMOS CG comparator responses fast when VRECT2
falls below VOUT but slower response when VRECT2 rises above
VOUT. NMOS CG comparator responses fast when VRECT2 rises
above VOUT but slower response when VRECT2 falls below VOUT.
Complementary CG responses faster than PMOS CG when
VRECT2 rises above VOUT and faster than NMOS CG VRECT2 falls
below VOUT.

Fig. 3.22 shows the output responses of different types of CG comparator. PMOS
CG comparator has a faster response when VRECT2 is lower than VOUT, introducing
an earlier high-to-low transition to the gate driver. The gate driver output (VSW)
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will pull high earlier to turn off the PMOS switch. NMOS CG comparator has a
faster response when VRECT2 is higher than VOUT, introducing an earlier low-tohigh transition to the gate driver. VSW will pull low earlier to turn on the PMOS
switch.

The complementary CG comparator combines the best characteristics of PMOStype comparator and NMOS-type comparator. It has a relatively fast low-to-high
output response to exploit the conduction period when VRECT2 is higher than VOUT
while having a fast high-to-low output response to minimize reverse leakage

IPMOS_SW (mA)

VSW (V)

VOUT (V)

VRECT2 (V)

current when VRECT2 is lower than VOUT.

Time (ns)
Iref = 50 nA

Fig. 3.23.

Iref = 100 nA

Iref = 500 nA

Impact of reference current on output response of complementary
CG comparator.
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Fig. 3.23 illustrates the impact of referent current setting on the output response of
complementary CG comparator. For reference current setting of 500 nA,
comparator shows a fast response in suppressing reverse leakage current when
VRECT2 < VOUT. However, it is slower in switching on the PMOS switch when
VRECT2 > VOUT. This will impact the amount of conduction current being
transferred from high-power rectifier output to the harvester output, which will
degrade the PCE.

When reference current is set to 50 nA, comparator is slow in response to the
difference between VRECT2 and VOUT. This delay in switching off the PMOS when
VRECT2 < VOUT will cause significant amount of reverse leakage current flowing
from harvester output back to source. The PCE of harvester will be impacted.

Fig. 3.24 shows the simulated response of voltage-aware block. When VRECT2 rises
from 0 V to 675 mV, voltage detector will sense the low-to-high transition and
output XEN_COMP = ‘0’ to enable the comparator and gate driver. Comparator
will be activated to start comparing between VRECT2 and VOUT. When VRECT2 is
greater than VOUT, VSW will be pulled low and the PMOS switch is turned on.
When VRECT2 is smaller than VOUT, VSW will be pulled high and the PMOS switch
is turned off. When VRECT2 decreases till 515 mV, voltage detector will sense the
high-to-low transition and disable both the comparator and gate driver.
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XEN_COMP (V) Voltage (V)

1.25

VOUT

VSW (V)

VRECT2

425.0

Time (ns)

Fig. 3.24.

Simulated response of voltage-aware block. When VRECT2 rises
from 0 V to 0.675 V, voltage detector will enable comparator and
gate driver (XEN_COMP = ‘0’). When VRECT2 falls till 0.515 V,
voltage detector will disable comparator and gate driver
(XEN_COMP = ‘1’).

3.5

System-level Performance

In order to widen the operational input power range, a dual-path RF energy
harvester has been proposed. The low-power rectifier has been optimized at low
input power while the high-power rectifier has been designed for higher input
power. Fig. 3.25 shows the overall PCE performance of harvester with 15 kΩ load
at 2.45 GHz. The PCE is above 20% for input power from -17 dBm to 8 dBm,
accounting for power range of 25 dB.
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Fig. 3.25.

Simulated PCE of dual-path rectifier at 2.45 GHz.

3.6

Other Design Considerations

3.6.1

Transistor Sizing

In order to achieve high PCE, proper sizing of rectifier transistors is required. The
circuit needs to be optimized between smaller voltage drop across transistor
source-drain junction, minimum leakage current and smaller transistor parasitic
capacitance. Transistor with larger W/L will improve the forward current
resulting in better sensitivity but transistor with smaller W/L will result in lower
reverse leakage current and smaller parasitic loss.
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Fig. 3.26.

Simulated PCE as a function of transistor sizing and load.
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Fig. 3.26 shows simulated PCE as a function of transistor sizing. For a fixed load,
PCE degrades with transistor sizing. For this study,
i. NMOS sizing is fixed at

'

( i

*

'

( V

ii. Input to the rectifier is a signal source with 50 Ω series impedance
iii. Input amplitude is fixed at 0.3 V
iv. Simulation without input matching network.

3.6.2

Coupling Capacitor

In low-power rectifier, the first-stage coupling capacitors (Cc) act like a high-pass
filter. When Cc is smaller than the threshold value, RF signal will be blocked from
coupling to the transistors. Fig. 3.28 shows the effect of Cc on PCE when Vin = 0.5
V and Rload = 5 kΩ. Cc value of 10 pF appears to be optimal choice in terms of
impact on PCE and size.

CC

Caux

CC

Fig. 3.27.

Ron,p

Cload
Ron,MB

Ron,n

RC model of single-stage low-power rectifier.
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Fig. 3.28.

Effect of coupling capacitor on PCE (for Vin = 0.5V, Rload = 5
kΩ). CC1,2 act like high-pass filter, blocking RF signal from
coupling to transistors when they are smaller than 5 pF.

3.6.3

Output Capacitor

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 3.29.

(a) Effect of output capacitor on PCE.

(b) Effect of output

capacitor on output voltage ripple.

Output capacitor (Cload) acts as a low-pass filter and smoothes the output voltage
ripples. As shown in Fig. 3.29, Cload of 20pF is sufficient to provide good
attenuation for output voltage ripple without compromising the PCE.

3.6.4

Input Matching Network

In real-life application, the input of harvester will be connected to an antenna
(typically 50 Ω). In order to ensure maximum power transfer from antenna
(source) to the harvester’s input ports (load), input matching network is often
required to match their impedances at the desired operating frequency. The
rectifier can be modeled as a pair of parallel resistor (Rrect) and capacitor (Crect), as
shown in Fig. 3.30.
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Rectifier

Matching network

Signal source

LMN

RS = 50 Ω

Crect
Rrect

CMN

Vin

Zin

Fig. 3.30.

Zrect

Rectifier with equivalent parallel resistor and capacitor model for
impedance and matching network calculation.

The input impedance of rectifier can be written as:
¦A•F

QA•F // ¨©5

ª«¬•

QA•F
1 # MgQA•F

,g

(3.22)

2‡G

A•F

The input impedance of matching network can be expressed as:
¦
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#E
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#
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1

)i

(3.23)
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Equating the real part of Zin to Rs,
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Due to nature of operation states of rectifier, its small-signal input impedance
varies within single cycle of input signal. Hence, the values of LMN and CMN need
to be fine-tune iteratively through computational or simulation to obtain the
optimal values. Fig. 3.31 shows the simulated return loss of both low-power
rectifier and high-power rectifier across frequencies.
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Frequency (GHz)

S11 (dB)

(a) Low-power rectifier S11

Frequency (GHz)
(b) High-power rectifier S11

Fig. 3.31

Return loss (with and without matching network) of rectifiers
versus frequency with 15 kΩ load.
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3.7

Automated Design Optimization using Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) – Input Power and Load Optimization
For complex circuitry, iterative method to design, simulate, redesign and optimize
design parameters is often being carried out to identify the best conditions (input
setting, load condition, active and passive devices sizing) for optimum
performance. This iteration usually consumes a lot of time if being carried out
through electronic design automation (EDA) software. The optimization process
is further complicated by conflicting constraint between maximum performance
and device performance limitations. Larger size transistors improve circuit
sensitivity but smaller size transistors introduce lower reverse leakage current and
parasitic losses. For a given input power, increasing load resistance beyond
optimum loading condition will cause degradation in PCE due to rectifier
elements’ power dissipation dominating over output power.

We propose a neural network approach complementing SPICE simulation to
identify maximum PCE as the figure-of-merit (FOM). Two parameters (input
power and load) optimization has been used as proof of concept. Optimization of
PCE is a regression problem where the predicted output is a continuous variable.
Multiple layer perception (MLP) is found to be suitable for this task. A 5-step
methodology using deep learning optimization to identify PCE has been
proposed:
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i. Data collection
The rectifier circuit is simulated on Cadence Virtuoso to collect a series of
dataset. Two variable parameters are broadly stepped during simulation to
obtain the profile of circuit’s PCE performance. Fig. 3.32 shows nonlinear
relationship between the two parameters and maximum efficiency. A well
designed dense neural network will be able to capture this nonlinear

Rload (kΩ)

relationship between the two parameters and identify local maximum.

Pin (dBm)

Fig. 3.32.

Data from circuit simulation to establish rectifier performance.
Circuit performance shows nonlinear relationship between input
power, load resistance and PCE.
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ii. Data pre-processing
Initial simulation shows that the maximum PCE is confined within the
simulation boundaries. The two parameters are normalized due to the vastly
difference in scale between the parameters. This step is essential to ensure
subsequent training phase can complete effectively without much oscillation
due to the difference in parameters range.

iii. Training
Network parameters such as amount of layers, number of nodes per layers,
type of activation function and number of Epoch are adjusted to achieve high
prediction accuracy. The model with finalized internal weights is validated
with test data to obtain the validation loss. The comparison between training
loss and validation loss will provide information if the network has been overor under-trained.

iv. Prediction/ inference
After the training phase, the model which represent rectifier is used to
generate predicted PCE based on new set of variable parameters with finer
steps.

v. Verification
Based on the new set of PCE generated by neural network, the variable
parameters setting which predict maximum PCE is identified. These
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parameters’ values are input into Virtuoso for SPICE simulation with
foundry’s models for cross-validation.

Fig. 3.33.

DNN performance using ELU activation function. A maximum
PCE of 70.1% with input power of -9 dBm and 13.79 kΩ load is
predicted by ELU activation model.

Figure 3.33 shows the PCE prediction for activation function using exponential
linear unit (ELU). The ELU activated model predicts maximum PCE of 70.1%,
which is close to simulated value of 70.9% with an error of 0.8%. Table 3.1
compares the maximum PCE obtained from various deep neural network (DNN),
Virtuoso Analog Design Environment (ADE) parametric analysis, and Virtuoso
ADE GXL optimization algorithms. Parametric analysis accurately represents the
circuit performance based on model file but it is time consuming when the
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number of variables to be simulated increases and sweep step size reduces.
Virtuoso ADE GXL optimization algorithms are useful only when there is
reasonable degree of confidence in the variable parameters initial value and range.
For ADE GXL, different optimization algorithm, initial value and total number of
steps for a fixed variable range will produce different optimal efficiency with its
corresponding variable setting. ELU activated DNN is able to accurately predict
maximum PCE within shorter time, and proven a plausible method to aid
analog/RF circuit optimization.

Table 3.1.

Comparison in maximum PCE prediction between neural network
and Virtuoso optimization, with corresponding input power
setting, load condition and simulation time respectively. ELU
activated model predicts maximum PCE, with its corresponding
input power and load settings, which is closest to simulated value
with an error of 0.8% within shortest time.

Platform

Method

Simulation/

Load

Pin

training

(kΩ)

(dBm)

time
Virtuoso

Parametric

ADE L

analysis

Neural

ELU

Predicted

Virtuoso

max. PCE verification
(%)

(%)

200 hrs

15.000

-10

-

69.5

39.80 sec

13.790

-9

70.1

70.9

network
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Platform

Method

Simulation/

Load

Pin

training

(kΩ)

(dBm)

time
Virtuoso

Predicted

Virtuoso

max. PCE verification
(%)

(%)

BFGS

98.69 sec

4.898

-7

-

51.2

Conjugate

136.01 sec

15.00

-12

-

65.2

98.09 sec

3.500

-1

-

54.4

76.81 sec

6.055

-9

-

50.4

ADE
GXL
Virtuoso
ADE

gradient

GXL
Virtuoso

Brent-

ADE

Powell

GXL
Virtuoso
ADE

HookieJeeves

GXL
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DESIGN ROBUSTNESS

In order to study the robustness of proposed work, the energy harvester design has
been simulated across all process corners, industrial operating temperature range
(which encompass commercial temperature grade) and different operating
frequency.

4.1

Process Variations

Process corners refer to the extremes of variation in fabrication parameters. The
five possible process corners are typical (TT), slow-slow (SS), fast-fast (FF),
slow-fast (SF) and fast-slow (FS). Fig. 4.1 illustrates the impact of process

Increasing Vth

corners on transistor’s threshold voltage.

Increasing Vth

Fig. 4.1.

Transistor threshold voltage variation across process corners [79].
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(a) Low-power rectification

(b) High-power rectification
Fig. 4.2.

PCE versus Pin for all process corners at 2.45 GHz and 15 kΩ
load. (a) PCE for low-power rectification path. Maximum delta
in PCE across process corners is -1.7 % (worst case: FS corner)
at -10 dBm input power. (b) PCE for high-power rectification
path. Maximum delta in PCE across process corners is -4.3 %
(worst case: SF corner) at 1 dBm input power.
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Table 4.1.

PCE for all process corners at 2.45 GHz and 15 kΩ load.
Rectifier path

Process corner

PCE

Low-power path

SS

72.5%

@ Pin = -10 dBm

SF

72.5%

TT

72.2%

FS

70.5%

FF

71.6%

High-power path

SS

60.1%

@ Pin = 1 dBm

SF

57.6%

TT

61.9%

FS

63.4 %

FF

61.1%

The proposed energy harvester circuit is optimized at 250C in typical (TT)
condition. This circuit is simulated across different process corners (with global
process variations defined by random distributions) to evaluate impact of process
variations on the circuit performance. Fig. 4.2 shows the rectifiers simulated PCE
as a function of Pin for all process corners at 2.45 GHz and 15 kΩ load. As
observed from Fig. 4.2(a), the PCE of low-power rectification path is relatively
consistent across process corners for Pin = -10 dBm; the lowest maximal PCE
obtained is 70.5% for FS corner (TT optimized design evaluated in FS). For highpower rectification path, the lowest maximal PCE obtained is 57.6% for SF corner
(TT optimized design evaluated in SF) as presented in Figure 4.2(b). Table 4.1
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summarizes the corners’ simulated PCE at input power setting which contributes
to maximum PCE in TT corner.

4.2

Temperature

Fig. 4.3.

Plots

illustrating

temperature

dependency

of

MOSFET

parameters (threshold voltage, leakage current, drain-to-source
ON resistance, and drain current) [80].

Besides room temperature (250C), the proposed work is simulated at -400C and
900C to study the circuit performance under temperature stress. Fig. 4.3 illustrates
the impact of temperature on MOSFET parameters (threshold voltage,
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subthreshold leakage current, ON resistance, and current versus gate-source
voltage).

(a) Low-power rectification path

(b) High-power rectification path

Fig. 4.4.

Simulated PCE of rectifier versus temperature at different input
power setting at 2.45 GHz and 15 kΩ load. (a) PCE from lowpower rectifier. (b) PCE from high-power rectifier.
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Fig. 4.4 illustrates the simulated PCE of energy harvester at different operating
temperature. The peak PCE of low-power rectifier is not affected much by
temperature variation and delta is in the range of -3.8% (at 90 0C) to 6.1% (at -40
0

C). This is due to DC-boosted gate biasing circuitry regulating the gate voltage of

main rectification diode and minimizing its susceptibility to temperature change.
For high-power rectifier, the peak PCE is affected by temperature with delta in the
range of -20.7% (at 900C) to 5.4% (at -400C). This is due to the way transistors
are biased in this topology. As temperature increases, the leakage current
predominates over forward current, causing a reduction in efficiency.

4.3

Frequency

Despite the proposed energy harvester’s devices sizing are optimized for 2.45
GHz operation, it is worth assessing the circuit performance at 950 MHz since
900 MHz frequency band is also broadly used for RF energy harvesting. The
original matching network is optimized for matching at 2.45 GHz. In order to
minimize any mismatch when circuit operates at 950 MHz, a new L-section
matching network needs to be implemented. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the simulated
return loss for the proposed high-power rectifier with original matching network
(optimized for 2.45 GHz) and new matching network (optimized for 950 MHz).
Fig. 4.6 presents the frequency dependence of proposed harvester at 950 MHz and
2.45 GHz input frequencies. Even though the proposed design is optimized at
2.45 GHz, up to 2.6% higher peak PCE is achieved for low-power rectifier and
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5.2% higher maximum PCE is achieved for high-power rectifier at 950 MHz due

S11 (dBm)

to reduced parasitic effects and transistor switching loss.

Matching network for 2.45 GHz
operating frequency

Matching network for 0.95 GHz
operating frequency

Frequency (GHz)

Fig. 4.5.

Simulated return loss for the proposed high-power rectifier with
matching network designed for 0.95 GHz and 2.45 GHz
operating frequencies.
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(a) Low-power rectification path

(b) High-power rectification path

Fig. 4.6.

Rectifiers simulated PCE versus input power at 0.95 GHz and
2.45 GHz. (a) Low-power rectification path achieves 2.6 %
higher maximum PCE at lower frequency. (b) High-power
rectification path achieves 5.2 % higher maximum PCE at lower
frequency.
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SILICON

VALIDATION

RESULTS

AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed energy harvester is implemented in GLOBALFOUNDRIES 65LPe
6M/1P Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) process. Fig. 5.1
shows the circuit layout, and Fig. 5.2 shows the chip micrograph. This chip has a
total size of 1 mm2 including the pads, with total active area occupying 0.288
mm2.

Fig. 5.1.

Layout of proposed dual-path rectifier, which is implemented on
65LPe CMOS process.
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1000 um

1000 um

Fig. 5.2.

Lowpower
Rectifier

Highpower
Rectifier

Voltage
Aware
Block

Chip micrograph of the proposed RF energy harvester. The chip
has total size of 1 mm2 including pads.

An evaluation board has been designed and manufactured to measure the
performance of this proposed energy harvester. Fig. 5.3 shows photograph of the
4 layers rigid RO4350B laminated printed circuit board (PCB) with chip-on-board
(COB), i.e. die is directly mounted and wired onto PCB.
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High-power
rectifier Pin

Rectifier chip

Low-power
rectifier Pin

Fig. 5.3.

Prototype measurement board for the proposed RF energy
harvester, which is fabricated on 4 layers rigid RO4350B.

5.1

Measurement Setup

All measurements are performed on board level. The 2.45 GHz RF input power is
provided by N5182B Keysight signal generator with 50 Ω source impedance.
PSPL5310R Tektronix phase-matched balun is used to convert the single-ended
input signal to a pair of differential signals for the rectifier. The cables loss and
balun insertion loss have been considered, and the path attenuation is measured
via N9030B Keysight signal analyser. VOUT is measured with MSO7104B
Keysight oscilloscope, which can be modeled as a 2.2 MΩ resistance in parallel
with a 12 pF capacitance.
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5.2

Low-Power Rectification Path Performance

Fig. 5.4.

Comparison between simulated and measured low-power
rectifier VOUT versus input power at 2.45 GHz with 15 kΩ load
under unmatched condition (i.e. without input matching
network).

Fig. 5.4 shows difference in simulated and measured VOUT for low-power rectifier,
as a function of input power with 15 kΩ load at 2.45 GHz under unmatched
condition (i.e. without input matching network). For Pin less than 4 dBm, the
measured VOUT is lower as compared to both pre- and post-layout simulation
results. This could be attributed to sensitivity of circuitry to process shift (as
reflected by device electrical test data), long VOUT routing path causing significant
voltage drop, power loss along critical input paths, and inaccurate foundry model
or un-modeled leakage current.
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0.63

0.43

0.52

Fig. 5.5.

Impact of wafer Vtlin shifts on Vout. The Vtlin values were
obtained from device electrical test (ET) data, and are compared
to wafer target values.
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Fig. 5.5 shows the wafer Vtlin performance for high-Vth PMOS (HVTP), low-Vth
PMOS (LVTP) and low-Vth NMOS (LVTN) as compared to wafer target values.
Higher Vtlin for both HVTP and LVTP is found to correlate well with higher VOUT.

In actual applications, input of rectifier is connected to antenna. Antenna typically
has a resistance of 50 Ω. The input power received by antenna (Pin) with an
effective area of AE can be expressed as:
J@ µ@ ¤W
4‡Q

J

(5.1)

where GTx is the transmit antenna gain, PTx is the transmit power, and R is the
separation distance between two antennas. The rectifier input impedance needs to
be matched to antenna impedance through impedance matching network to ensure
maximum power transfer from antenna to rectifier. The average power available
at input of matching network (PM) is given by:
J)

1
3
¦)
Qu c
k
d
2
QX # ¦) QX # ¦)

(5.2)

1 3 Q)
2 |¦) # QX |
3
c1
8QX

¦) QX
·
· d
¦) # QX

where vin is the antenna peak input voltage, ZM is the matching network input
impedance and RA is the antenna resistance. From (5.2), the available power from
antenna (Pavail) is expressed as:
J?$? >

3
8QX

(5.3)
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and the complex reflection coefficient (Γ) is presented as:
Γ

¦) QX
¦) # QX

(5.4)

An RF signal source with 50 Ω impedance is deployed during measurement.
Among various matching network topologies, L-section matching network is
implemented because it introduces minimal losses and offers passive voltage
boost of the input voltage to improve circuit sensitivity. Fig. 5.6 shows the
simulated and measured S11 (dB) of low-power rectifier with matching network
and 15 kΩ load. Fig. 5.7 presents the VOUT performance before and after
implementing input matching network, at 2.45 GHz with 15 kΩ load. With proper
input matching network, both the simulated and measured results show good
agreement over different input power settings at 2.45 GHz. For Pin smaller than 7.5 dBm, measured VOUT is slightly lower than target. For Pin greater than 7.5dBm, measured VOUT is slightly higher than target. Fig. 5.8 shows the output
transient waveform when load is fixed at 15 kΩ. The output voltage requires
around 60 µs to rise to 0 V to 1.19 V with -8.5 dBm input power.
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Fig. 5.6.

S11 (dB) of low-power rectifier from schematic and parasitic
extracted simulation, and chip measurement.
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(a) Without matching network

(b) With matching network

Fig. 5.7.

Effect of input impedance matching network on VOUT at 2.45 GHz
with 15 kΩ load. The low-power rectifier is able to achieve VOUT
larger than 0.4 V with input power larger than -13.5 dBm, and
VOUT of 1 V with input power of -9.5 dBm.
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~ 60 µs

Fig. 5.8.

The measured output transient response with -8.5 dBm input
power and 15 kΩ load. The output voltage requires around 60 µs
to rise from 0 V to 1.19 V.

The rectifier PCE performance agrees with VOUT observation from Fig. 5.7, as
reflected in Fig. 5.9. The measured peak PCE is 70.4% at -5.5 dBm input power
as compared to simulated peak PCE of 72.2% at -10 dBm for Rload = 15 kΩ. The
delta in peak PCE between measurement and simulation is -2.62%. A post-silicon
simulation has been carried out to study the impact of wafer’s Vtlin shifts on the
rectifier performance. As shown in Fig. 5.9, implementing the Vtlin delta based on
devices’ ET data on the rectifier circuit, the post-silicon simulation results agree
well with measurement data. This explains the peak PCE shift is mainly due to the
process shift and inaccurate foundry model which impact the rectifier operation at
such low input power. Fig. 5.10 presents the output power response with respect
to input power. Minimum input power of 178 µW (i.e. -7.5 dBm) is required for
100 µW output power.
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Fig. 5.9.

Comparison between simulated and measured PCE versus input
power for low-power rectifier with 15 kΩ load at 2.45 GHz.
Post-silicon simulations based on wafer’s Vtlin value agrees with
measured data, which explains the shift in chip’s PCE
performance.

Fig. 5.10.

Measured output power of low-power rectifier with reference to
input power at 2.45 GHz and 15 kΩ load.
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5.3

High-Power Rectification Path Performance

Fig. 5.11.

Comparison between simulated and measured high-power
rectifier VOUT versus input power at 2.45 GHz with 15 kΩ load
under unmatched condition (i.e. without matching network).

The difference in simulated and measured VOUT for high-power rectification path
with respect to input power at 2.45 GHz with 15 kΩ load under unmatched
condition (i.e. without input matching network) are shown in Fig. 5.11. Due to the
insertion of voltage-aware block, VOUT ≈ VRECT2 when VRECT2 is greater or equal to
700 mV. Although there are slight mismatches between simulated and measured
performance, the VOUT performance suggests high-power rectifier’s robustness
towards process shift and discrepancy in foundry model. Fig. 5.12 shows the
simulated and measured S11 (dB) of high-power rectifier. With proper input
matching network, both the simulated and measured VOUT indicate good
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agreement over different input power settings at 2.45 GHz as illustrated in Fig.
5.13. The rectifier is able to output voltage larger than 1 V with input power of 3.7 dBm and 15 kΩ load.
5

0

S11 (dB)

-5

-10

-15
Schematic
PEX

-20

-25
0

2

4

6
Frequency (GHz)

8

10

S11 (dB)

(a) Simulation

Frequency (GHz)
(b) Measurement

Fig. 5.12.

S11 (dB) of high-power rectifier from schematic view and parasitic
extracted view simulation, and chip measurement.
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(a) Without matching network

(a) With matching network

Fig. 5.13.

Effect of input impedance matching network on VOUT at 2.45 GHz
with 15 kΩ load. The high-power rectifier is able to achieve VOUT
larger than 1 V with input power of -3.7 dBm.
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~ 80 µs

Fig. 5.14.

The measured output transient response with -3 dBm input power
and 15 kΩ load. The output voltage requires around 80 µs to rise
from 0 V to 1.8 V.

Fig. 5.14 shows the output transient waveform when load is fixed at 15 kΩ. The
output voltage requires around 80 µs to rise to 0 V to 1.8 V with -3 dBm input
power. Fig. 5.15 presents the rectifier PCE performance. The measured maximum
PCE is 56.6% at 1.3 dBm while simulated maximum PCE is 61.9% at 1 dBm. The
delta in maximum PCE between measurement and simulation is -8.63%. From
Fig. 5.16, minimum input power of 427 µW (i.e. -3.7 dBm) is required for 100
µW output power.
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Fig. 5.15.

Comparison between simulated and measured high-power
rectifier PCE versus input power at 2.45 GHz with 15 kΩ load.

Fig. 5.16.

Measured output power of high-power rectifier with reference
to input power at 2.45 GHz and 15 kΩ load.
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5.4

System-level Performance

Fig. 5.17.

Dual-path rectifier measured PCE versus input power at 2.45 GHz
and 15 kΩ load.

Besides the chip, the energy harvesting system includes two baluns, two discretecomponent matching networks and discrete-component output load. Fig. 5.17
shows the overall energy harvester’s measured PCE as compared to simulated
performance at 2.45 GHz with 15 kΩ load. Despite the process shift, the chip is
able to achieve PCE higher than 20% from -13.5 dBm to 6.3 dBm input power,
which is an extended power range of 19.8 dB.

5.5

Performance Comparison

Table 5.1 summarizes the performance of proposed RF energy harvester and
compares with prior works. As depicted, the proposed harvester consists of dual-
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path with rectifiers utilizing DC-boosted gate bias and internal body bias,
respectively. Instead of using discrete Schottky diode in [51], [81] and [82] to
lower the diode forward voltage drop, the proposed low-power rectifier employs
DC-boosted gate bias to compensate the transistor’s Vth. [70] and [83] focuses on
design optimization methodology for conventional cross-coupled rectifier, with
[83] using discrete MPPT PMU to boost and regulate VOUT. [70] achieves high
PCE but it is pure circuit simulation with ideal current load. [84] consists of dual
path with switch only at the input of low-power path and an additional reference
path which uses same transistor type and same number of stages as per highpower rectifier. The additional reference path in [84] causes additional Pin
consumption which impacts its PCE. It is also a challenge to design single
matching network that satisfies different input impedance conditions of the two
paths. The proposed energy harvester is able to achieve peak PCE of 70.4%,
which is amongst the highest reported RF energy harvester PCE operating on
same frequency. This work also provides comparable input power range of 19.8
dB for PCE above 20%. The total active area of this chip is 0.288 mm2, which is
not small. However, considering the relatively large coupling capacitors used and
dummy capacitors placed on layout to mitigate process impact, it is comparable to
prior works.
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Table 5.1.

Performance comparison between this work and prior arts, in term of operating frequency, topology, number of stages,
load condition, technique to improve converter efficiency, achievable PCE, PCE range, sensitivity and chip size.
APMC ’17

TMTT ’19

ICCSP ’18

ICECS ’16

JSSC ’19

TCAS ’17

[51]

[81]

[82]

[70]

[83]

[84]

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete
65 nm

65 nm

65 nm

65 nm

2.45 GHz

This work

Technology

Frequency

(SMS-7630)

(SMS-7630)

(HSMS-2820)

2.45 GHz

2.45 GHz

2.45 GHz

2.45 GHz

2.45 GHz

900 MHz

Half-wave

Cross-coupled

Cross-coupled

Cross-coupled

Greinacher +
CrossTopology

Greinacher

Cockcroft-

coupled
Walton
No. of stages
Load

1

4

1

2

Resistor

Resistor

Resistor

Current sink

1

5+5

2+6

Resistor

Resistor

147 kΩ

15 kΩ

PMU
condition

20 kΩ

20 kΩ

235 Ω

100 µA
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APMC ’17

TMTT ’19

ICCSP ’18

ICECS ’16

JSSC ’19

TCAS ’17
This work

[51]

[81]

[82]

[70]

[83]

Derivative-

MPPT,

T-section dual
Impedance
band
matching
Techniques

free
optimization
algorithm

37.5% @

Peak PCE @

20 kΩ ;

20 kΩ;

Rload; Pin

0 dBm

13 dBm

71.8% @
70.0% @

PCE range *

20 dB

N.A.

gate bias,

for different

internal body

path

bias

36.5% @

70.4% @

147 kΩ;

15 kΩ;

-10 dBm

-5.5 dBm

(measured)

(measured)

11 dB

19.8 dB

(measured)
(simulated)

N.A.

transistor type

-3 dBm
-8.56 dBm

(simulated)
(measured)

DC-boosted

48.3% @
100 µA;

235 Ω

(simulated)

different

aware design

network
50.7% @

Dual path,

parasitic-

matching
converter

Dual path,

modelling and

impedance
boost

[84]

N.A.

N.A.
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APMC ’17

TMTT ’19

ICCSP ’18

ICECS ’16

JSSC ’19

TCAS ’17
This work

[51]

[81]

[82]

[70]

[83]

[84]
-16.0 dBm @

Sensitivity
@ VOUT

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

-17.1 dBm @

-17.7 dBm @

0.4V;

0.4 V

1.0V

-12.0 dBm @

N.A.

(Rload = ∞)
1.0V
0.000125

Effective
N.A.
area

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

mm2**

0.048 mm2

0.288 mm2

* PCE ≥ 20%
** Estimated from figure
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CHAPTER 6
6.1

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Conclusion

In this thesis, a 2.45 GHz dual-path wide-power-range rectifier for RF energy
harvesting is presented. A novel CMOS rectifier with DC-boosted gate biasing is
proposed to improve PCE at low input power. The DC-boosted biasing circuitry is
small and consumes negligible power. A novel CMOS rectifier with internal
body-biasing technique is proposed for operation at higher input power. A voltage
aware block has been incorporated into the high-power rectification path to
minimize overall chip power consumption. The schematic simulation and
prototype chip measurement results show good match across various input power
settings at 2.45 GHz and 15 kΩ load.

The measurement results for prototype chip of proposed circuit show that the lowpower rectifier is able to achieve peak PCE of 70.4% with -5.5 dBm input power
and 15 kΩ load at 2.45 GHz. The DC output voltage is 1.72 V at peak PCE. The
peak PCE of 70.4% is amongst the highest reported RF energy harvester PCE
operating on same frequency. The high-power rectifier is able to attain maximum
PCE of 56.6% with 1.3 dBm input power and 15 kΩ load at 2.45 GHz, and the
DC output voltage is 3.37 V. The proposed RF energy harvester attains PCE
greater than 20% over an extensive input power range of 19.8 dBm. The proposed
circuit has demonstrated its feasibility to harvest energy from surrounding
environment and designated source.
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6.2

Recommendation for Future Works

Deployment of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as complement to SPICE-level
simulation for energy harvester design optimization is proposed as a future
research work. Traditional method of parametric analysis using Cadence Virtuoso
Analog Design Environment (ADE) for circuit optimization can be highly
computationally expensive. Virtuoso ADE GXL optimization algorithms (BFGS,
Conjugate Gradient, Brent-Powell, Hooke-Jeeves) are useful when there is a
certain degree of confidence in initial value of the parameters to be optimized.
The analytical approach in [85] requires some assumption and is not a
straightforward automated optimization while the derivative-free optimization
algorithm in [70] requires prior knowledge on the expected trend of the
parameters to be optimized. In deep learning optimization, a series of dataset for
the rectifiers is collected by running simulation on Cadence. Different neural
network models are under consideration for training on this dataset. Neural
network parameters (number of layers, number of nodes per layers, type of
activation function and number of Epoch) are adjusted to achieve high prediction
accuracy. The devices’ sizing, coupling capacitors, smoothing capacitor, load and
input power level that result in predicted peak PCE can be cross validated on
Virtuoso, and implement on subsequent tapeout. We have introduced and
demonstrated the use of exponential linear unit (ELU) activated deep neural
network (DNN) to identify input power setting and load condition which
contributes to peak PCE on an existing rectifier (with fixed capacitors value and
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transistors sizing) in [86]. The research work is extended to optimizing the
rectifier, and subsequently the entire chip.

In this proposed dual-path energy harvester, the low-power rectification path and
high-power rectification paths are enabled/disabled externally to facilitate the
evaluation of each individual path’s performance. An RF power detector to be
integrated at the RF input for automatic-path selection is on conception and will
be implemented in future tapeout.

The existing chip is without backgrind to prevent wafer from cracking in the
event that nanoprobing and physical failure analysis are required to debug any
fault on this prototype. However, this has resulted in longer bonding wires
required for connecting chip’s pads to PCB, which contributes to larger parasitic
along critical signal paths. In subsequent tapeout, it is recommended to thin down
the die thickness for better bonding wire looping control.
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APPENDIX A SIMULATION

TESTBENCH

AND

MEASUREMENT SETUP
For board-level measurement, the input impedance matching needs to take into
consideration of parasitic effects from PCB traces, bond pads and bond wires
besides the input impedance of rectifier. A simulation testbench including models
of parasitic components along the RF input signal path of rectifier chip has been
created, with Fig. A.1 showing simulation testbench of single rectification path.
The board-level elements’ parasitic effects need to be taken into consideration
during circuit-level simulations to minimize discrepancies between simulation and
measurement.

At 2.45 GHz, the grounded coplanar waveguide PCB traces can be modeled with
a 11 nH inductor in series with 0.8 Ω resistor and a 3.8 pF shunt capacitor. The
coupling capacitor (Cc) of 0.5 fF between two signal traces can be estimated from
[90]:
1
:
2

F

(A.1)

•;

where Co is the odd mode capacitance when tangent of electrical field is zero, and
Ce is the even mode capacitance when tangent of magnetic field is zero.
•

!
!

#

—

ℇ/ ℇA
ℎ

#

—¹

(A.2)
(A.3)
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where Cp is the parallel plate capacitance, Cf and Cf’ are the fringing
capacitances, ℇ0 is permittivity in vacumn (ℇ0 = 8.85 pF/m), ℇr is the PCB
substrate relative dielectric constant (ℇr = 3.66 for RO4350B), W is the width of
metal trace, h is the substrate thickness, c = 3x108 m/s, Z0 is the characteristic
impedance of microstrip trace, and s is the separation between two metal traces.
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where Cos is the coupling strip line odd mode capacitance, Ccps is the coplanar
strip line capacitance, ℇ0 = 8.85 pF/m, ℇr = 3.66 for RO4350B, K(k) is the
complete elliptical function, W is the width of metal trace, h is the substrate
thickness, and s is the separation between two metal traces. Cb1 and Cb2 are 0.03
pF PCB bond pad parasitic capacitors which can be calculated from the following
equation [91]:
:vÍ; ≈

0.0886ℇA ¤
ℎ

(A.15)

where ℇr is 3.66 for RO4350B, A is the area of plane in cm2, and h is the substrate
thickness in cm. Cb3 and Cb4 are the extracted parasitic capacitors of rectifier’s
bonding pads. A single bond wire from die to PCB can be represented with a 2 nH
inductor in series with a 0.3 Ω resistor [84]. Both CRECT and RRECT are the rectifier
equivalent input impedance, LM and CM are the input matching network elements
with their respective equivalent series resistors, CL is the output capacitor and RL
is the load.

For board-level measurement, the input impedance of device under test (DUT)
needs to be determined for matching network optimization in order to minimize
impedance mismatch between the device plane and measurement plane. Fig. A.2
shows the setup s-parameter measurement. Firstly, the cables and balun are
connected, and calibration is performed till the end of differential cables (i.e.
cable end that is to be connected to measurement board) using the 85052D
Keysight calibration kit. The calibration error terms are written into the network
analyzer. Next, the s-parameter measurement is performed at the measurement
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plane which includes the effect of PCB, bond wire and rectifier chip.
Subsequently, s-parameter measurements are carried out on the “open” and
“short” measurement boards. The “open” board is a dummy measurement board
consisting all PCB traces, similar to actual prototype measurement board but
without the rectifier chip. The “short” board is a dummy measurement board with
input PCB traces grounded at the edge of device plane. De-embedding calculation
is performed to remove effects of all elements between measurement and device
planes, to obtain the rectifier chip input impedance. The de-embedding calculation
can be performed in following steps:

Convert the board, open and short sparameter data to y-parameter

Remove the open effect from board
Ydut_n_short = [Yboard – Yopen]

Convert Ydut_n_short to Zdut_n_short

Remove the open effect from short
Yshort’ = [Yshort – Yopen]

Convert Yshort’ to Zshort’

Remover the short effect to get chip
impedance
Zdut = [Zdut_n_short – Zshort]
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Matching
network

Pin+

LM

RS
0.4Ω
CM

50Ω

Prf

PCB

11nH 0.8Ω
3.8pF

Bond pad +
bond wire
2nH 0.3Ω
Cb1

CRECT

0.5fF
ESR
2.265Ω
CM

3.8pF

RO

Cb2

VOUT

Cb3

ESR
2.265Ω

Balun

Rectifier

RRECT

VO

CL

RL

ESR
0.1Ω

Cb4

PinLM

Fig. A.1.

RS
0.4Ω

11nH 0.8Ω

2nH 0.3Ω

Schematic representation of simulation testbench for single rectification path, including models of matching network,
PCB traces, bond pads and bond wires parasitic elements.
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Vector network
analyzer
1

50 Ω

2

Coaxial cable
50 Ω
Balun
Coaxial cable
50 Ω
Measurement
plane
50 Ω load

85052D
Keysight
calibration kit

(a) Calibration of cables and balun till board edge (measurement
Vector network
analyzer
1

50 Ω

2

Coaxial cable
50 Ω
Balun
Coaxial cable
50 Ω
Measurement
plane
Device plane

DUT

(b) S-parameter measurement at measurement plane

Fig. A.2.

S-parameter measurement setup. Measurement is de-embedded till
device plane for matching network design and optimization.
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Signal generator
50 Ω
PRF
Coaxial
cable
50Ω
Balun

Coaxial
cable
50Ω
50Ω
load

Pin
Spectrum analyzer
50 Ω

(a) Setup for measuring signal loss from signal generator till end of
differential cables
Signal generator
50 Ω
PRF
Coaxial
cable
50Ω
Balun

Coaxial
cable
50Ω
Pin+

Pin-

Measurement
board

VOUT

Oscilloscope

(b) Setup for rectifier chip measurement

Fig. A.3.

Measurement setup for rectifiers’ performance evaluation. (a)
Setup to measure signal loss due to cables and balun. (b) Setup
for measuring rectifier chip performance.
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Fig. A.3 shows the measurement setup for evaluating the rectifiers’ performance.
The input path loss between signal generator and measurement plane (i.e. board
edge), contributed by the cables losses, connectors losses and balun insertion loss,
needs to be measured to obtain the actual input power supplied to the
measurement board input port. Fig. A.3(a) shows the setup for measuring signal
attenuation along input path.
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APPENDIX B RF SIGNAL TRACES LAYOUT ON
PCB

High-power rectifier input ports

G

G

S

S

G

G
G

S

G

G

S

G

Low-power rectifier input ports

Fig. B.1.

Layout of RF input traces on measurement board. G is ground pad
and S is signal pad.

The RF input traces routing on measurement board is shown in Fig. B.1. The RF
signal traces layout adopts grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW) design.
Although microstrip is more robust towards fabrication variations, such as
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conductor/space etching variation and conductor thickness variation, GCPW has
been adopted due lower radiation loss and better spurious mode suppression at
high frequencies [92]-[93]. The GCPW traces have been loosely coupled (width
= 20 mil, separation = 20 mil) to improve its effective dielectric constant and
lower insertion loss [93]. In order to minimize the cross-talk effect of dual-path
signals, the input signal traces of low-power rectifier is perpendicular to the input
signal traces of high-power rectifier and they have separate ground plane.
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